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Western leaguer, pitched for Dawson
He did not look bad to the Maroons,
who tumped him rather regularly.
The Maroons expect to be in much
better shape Saturday and Sunday
when Dawson will play return games
here. Kemp, the star first baseman.
be on the Job, Wilson will be at
shortstop, Lockhart second and An
gel at third. TVs will make an in
field that will be hard to beat. The
team will put in a great deal of time
OPPOSES
ANY
president
practicing base running and expects
CHANGE WHATSOEVER IN RE.
to make its hits count for more than
CIPROCITY AGREEMENT.
The showing
they did yesterday.
made by the Maroons yesterday was
a good one, considering the strength
of the Dawson team and the hai SO INFORMS MR. STONE
night trip the Maroons were obliged
to take 'n order to get to Dawson. MISSOURIAN
VISITED
WHITE

whether the president was la earnest
controversy is Frank Bloom, a pri
in opposing the Root amendment. And
vate in Battery F. of the Third field
I found out. He told me that he was
artillery, and is now on duty on the
against the amendment proposed bj
Mexican border. Several years ago
benator Root and would be against
Bloom was urged for appointment to
any amendment proposed by any other
West Point. President Roosevelt, not
senator, democrat or republican. That
being in a position at me time to
settles it for me. I am going back
make the appointment, suggested to
to the senate to. carry the fight along
Bloom that he enlist and "like a true
those lines. Every true friend of red
American, fight his way up from the
proclty will do the same thing. If we
ranks."
PRESIDENT TAFT INFORMS EX
begin by tacking on harmless amend
DIR.
INCURS
niY
The young man took the advice, en OHIO SOLON PLEADS GUILTY TO
GOVERNOR CURRY HE WONT
ments we will end by tacking on oth
d the army where he la said to
a
PLEASURE OF PRESIDENT
SOLICITING ONE HUNDRED DOU
ers which will destroy the b!ll.
PUSH FIGHT
have made a good record, and re
BAD BLUNDER
BY
LARS OF A LOBBYIST
The senate finance committee today
cently took his first examination for
resumed hearings on the Canadian
' It is said that Bloom
promotion.
TO WITHHOLD INFLUENCE
reciprocity bill, Herman Ridder, until JEWISH
failed on this examination Jut in TURNS
SOLDIER
VICTIM
STATTS EVIDENCE
recently president of the American
view of the prejudice brought about
Publishers'
Newspaper
be
association,
Colonel
Garrard's
by
CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
INDICATES
endorsement,
ing called to the witness chair. Mr, nt AUVISED AGAINST PPnMn Bloom will be ordered
up for final REPRESENTATIVE EVANS GOES
The line-up- :
OTHER MATTERS ARE MUCH
HOUSE IN PERSON TO LEARN
r had not proceeded far when
TION OF FRANK BLOOM, WHO
examination again in September. Colo
BEFORE GRAND JURY TO TELL
If:
Dpwson
Clark,
Ferris,
cf;
Shay,
MORE PRESSING
Senator McCumber of North Dakota,
CHIEF'S PLEASURE
nel Garrard's endorsement on Bloom's
SOUGHT COMMISSION
ps: ivnovnn. rf: Cole, lb: nrlerly.
ALL HE KNOWS
startled the committee by challengpapers to which President Taft strongPorfev. 3b; McGeever. 2b; Crouch
one
Mr.
of
Rldder's
statements
as
ing
objected when brought to his at
WILL SIGN RESOLUTION p. 1 m V?as Schoeny, cf; Wilson, SETS AT REST ALL
REPORTS an absolute falsehood."
AUSES A BIG SENASTION tention, was as follows:
Eg; Ellis, If; Lockhart, lb; Angel, 3b;
HEISSH0WNLEN1ENCY
Senator McCumber's action brought
The applicant is a son of Joseph
Martin, c; Padilla, 2b; Montano, rf;
a
quick protest from Senators Stone
HE
IS
BELIEVED
TO
FAVOR Edburn, p.
A Bloom, of Jewish persuasions, who
HE WILL CONSENT TO NO DICK and
FOLLOWED
rv
Bailey, who declared that wit lV!ll.irAKY CIRCLES AGOG OVER is now and has been for a number HIS CONFSSION
MEASURE NOW PENDING
ERING BY ROOT OR ANYONE
nesses should not be Insulted.
AFFAIR, AS WELL AS OFFIARRAIGNMENT
AND
ASSESSof
a
tailor at this post. His
years
ING IN THE SENATE
ELKS' SMOKER BIG SUCCESS
Mr. Ridder had ' made the state
ELSE IN SENATE.
CIAL WASHINGTON
MENT OF $500 FINE
associates as far as I know, and that
Jollity reigned Saturday evening in
ment that the newspapers of the coun
his
of
been
enlisted
with
have
family,
O.
R. C. hall during the progress
5. Chairman the
June
and the publishers' association had
Washington,
Washington, June 5. To Senator try
.
Washington, June 5. Colonel Jo men and their families and have been
Columbus, O., June
Flood of th house committee on ter- of the Elks' Bmoker.. A large number
Represen
not attempted to suppress facts or to
W.
seph
Garrard, U. S. A., commanding respectable. The young man 1 un tative Owen J. Evans, of Canton,
01
Stone
.J.
Missouri, President color stories sent from Washington
ritories, and former Governor Curry of the boys of the branching antlers
honest and upright, ambi- Stark county,
of New Mexico, were told by Presi- were present.
today created one of
A magnificent
lunch Taft today again made it clear that on the snbject of reciprocity. Senator the cavalry post at Fort Myer, Va., doubtedly
and
tious
but for the rea- the biggest sensations of
was
deserving,
ne
ls
today
to
secrereprimanded by the
PPesd
any amendment what- McCumber interrupted with his charge
the bribery
dent Taft today that for the present was served during the evening and
ever to the Canadian reciprocity of falsehood.
tary of war, under orders from Presi- sons stated I would not desire him scandal by appearing before Judge
he would not use the administration plates heaping with sandwiches and
dent Taft, for reporting adversely an in my command as an officer and a Klnhead of the criminal court
influence to push statehood for Ari- other trofxl thlrnra were kent in wfliN agreement. Senator Stone had heard
and
Several senators insisted that Mr.
social' and personal associate.
The
zona and New Mexico through the ins for those who got in late. Clears a rel'ort tliat administration opposi- McCumber's remarks should be strick application of a soldier to take ex
pleading guilty to the charge of solicof the applicant's father at
iting a bribe of one hundred dollars
senate. The president indicated that were so plentiful that the Elks were tion t0 the Root amendment was not en from the record. "If any witnesses amination for promotion to the com presence
a military post would be subsersive
missioned
on
the
sincere
of
Jew
and
grade
en the salary loan bill. He said he
Senator
Root
that
ground
he would sign the resolution, provid kept busy smoking all evening. Rut
appearing before this committee," ish
ssu
parentage. The president's action of d'scipline and their probable treat solicited the money from L. C. Miller
Privately that the said Senator Bailey, , "were to. imply
ing for the admission of these two they were not so busy blowing smoke naQ
ment a source of mortification to
has
territories, now before the senate, but
that some senator had told a false- not created something of a sensation them and frequent cause of trouble to of Akron, a loan agent.
"
in
his amendment were adopted.
army circles, but through...
only
,
,,
Evans' confession came immediadclined at this time to enter the fight lt .
hood, I would insist that it be strickcommanding officers. From an ex
1 went
t0 the White House," said en from the record." Senator McCum- out Washington.
to hasten its passage.
after the Franklin
.
r ...u
tely
n
iiuu piuviucu
in am
tin the
jmnLiurcra
The young soldier involved in the perience of many years I have found, Jury had returned ancounty grand
senator, "to find out for mvself ber agreed to have his remark changIndictment
armislnsr nature thnt it was 12:30
except in .few cases, few communi
ed so as to make it road that what
ties where Jews are received as de against him and was tho outcome of
o'clock on Sunday morning before the
au arrangement with Prosecuting AtDISHONEST BROKER
Mr. Ridder said was "unfounded."
sirable social companions."
Elks could be induced to break away
NO.
Turner and Attorney Hogan,
TO
torney
REVISE
INFORMATION
THE
to
Mr.
in
war
of
questions
Ridder,
reply
In directing the secretary
and go home. The affair was such :
who pleaded for leniency in sentencdethe
of
members
from
committee,
President
into
to
matter,
the
inquire
will
success
that the lodge probably
TO PENITENTIARY
ing him. Judge Klnhead fined him
clared that he, as president of the
Taft wrote:
more during the
pull off several
had sent out
here $500 and he went before the grand
COTTON
BE
enclose
Publishers'
TARIFF
association,
TO
I
WITHELD
Dear
Secretary:
"My
summer.
word to the members of the associa
with a letter from Simon won, a jury to be questioned about all the alNEL
YORK
JUSTICE COMMITS
the
them
reciprocity
tion, telling
lawyer and a very prominent and re leged grafting in the state legislature.
DANIEL O'REILLY TO FJVE
HOTEL MEN'S CONVENTION.
agreement was of vital Importance. REPRESENTATIVE RAINEY MAKES spected citizen of Washington. This
COMMITPRESIDENT ASSURES
is
MONTH'S IMPRISONMENT,
Boston, Mass., .Tune 5. Boston
have favored the
"But I would ii
gives to the statement he makes evTEE INVESTIGATING
PRESIDENT
SUGAR
ANNOUNCEMENT;
filled with prominent hotel propriet
Mr. Ridder, "if I
added
of accuracy and IRISH STATESMAN
agreement,"
presumption
ery
TAFT FAVORS IT
TRUST I CAN HAVE DOPE
had not thought it would be of good
New York, June 5. Daniel O'Reilly, ors from all the large cities of the
truth. It 18 difficult for me to read
to the whole country, independent of
the endorsement of Colonel Garrard,
who was convicted country, who have come to take part
the brokier-lawyeSERIOUSLY INJURED
5.
Washington, June 6. Revision of set forth in this letter, with patience
President my interest in it as a newspaper
Washington, June
annual convenof receiving stolen goods in the Ban- in the thirty-secon- d
cotton
undertaken
will
be
the
tariff
Taft today promised Representative
and without condemnatory words that
croft bond robbery case, was today tion' of the Hotel Men's Mutual Bene
by this session of congress, accord- had better not be written. I wish you JOHN DILLON, MEMBER OF PAR
Hardwlck of Georgia, chairman of the
sessions
The
association.
fit
regular
in
the
Davis
Justice
sentenced by
Illihouse committee investigating
would examine the records and verify
the BATTLESHIPS TO GALVESTON. ing to Representative Rainey of
LIAMENT, THROWN FROM
criminal branch of the court to serve of the convention will begin tomorof
chairman
the
nois,
statements of Mr. Wolf and it
batall
re
that
trust,information
the
5.
The
sugar
June
business
considerable
row.
Pensacola
Fla.,
AN AUTOMOBILE
Thoughh
five months in the penitentiary.
of the ways and means committee, in- he has not been misinformed and
s
garding the trust now in the posess- - tleships Vermont, Minnesota and
ExAbraham Levy made a plea in his be- is to be transacted, the visiting
schedule.
cotton
vestigating the
his letter sets forth the facts direct
will devote the most of the iori of the executive department of Mississippi, comprising the third diDublin, June 5. John Willon, na
half, but District Attorney Whiteman
perts already are at work and a bill that this young man be admitted to
the
committee.
Mr.
cf
vision'
enterAtlantic
disposal
fleet, departed will he drafted in the near future.
of the
tionalist member of parliament
for
made a demand for a jail sentence time to enjoying the elaborate
tho
in
a
for
examination
lieutenancy
The ships will
In their honor. To the government would be put at the today for Galveston.
East
was
Mayo,
Colodangerously
O'Reilly appeared to be deeply affect tainment provided
Injured
army. The statements made by
morrow afternoon they will he receiv would begin next week. The commit return to Pensacola next week ami
ed by his sentence.
FIFTEEN HURT IN WRECK.
nel Garrard are not true with refer- about the head and hack In an autj
ed by Governor and Mrs. Foss at the tee, he said, intended to probe deep will remain here until June 23, when
smash last night at Dundalk. It was
Nashville, Tenn., June 5 Fifteen ence to the standing of Jews in this at
Other entertainment ly Into the cases settled by the gov- they will leave for New England
state house.
first thought Mr. Dillon was dying
commanaer-mas
I
Lebanresent,
country.
persons were injured when the
a luncheon at ernment with the sugar trust.
waters.
include
will
features
and
ap riest administered the las';
DAWSON WON GAME
on accommodation train on the chief of the army and the navy, that
the Parker house, a banquet at the
sacrament. The Injured man, rallied,
should
either
of
permit
officer
Tennessee Central railroad crashed any
at Nau
Hotel Somerset, a clam-bak- e
EUROPEAN CRUISE OF MIDDIES.
and was removed to a Dun
a switch engine on the outskirts himself in any official document to however,
into
BY BETTER PLAYING tasket beach and an automobile ride SOUTHWEST FAIRLY
5.
In charge
dalk
where he Is in a serious
and
Annapolis, Md., June
hospital,
unfounded
evidence
of
such
give
o? Nashville early today.
to Lexington and Concord.
of Commander R. E. Coontz, the midnarrow race prejudice as that contain- condition. The automobile dashed in
After you to a culvert and Mr. Dillon was
shipmen of all three classes at the
ed in this endorsement.
MAROONS DEFEATED 7 TO 3 IN
SIZZLES FROM HEAT United
THREE ENGINES DEMOLISHED
States Naval Academy sailed COTTON SPECULATOR
an examination of this rec- thrown through the glass wind shield.
made
have
FAST CONTEST EDBURN
Peoria, 111., June 5. Inbound pas
ord please advise me of your action.
tcday on the regular summer cruise to
PITCHED GOOD BALL
is being taken in
senger train No. 17, with seven NO PROSPECT OF
cruise
The
Europe.
"Sincerely yours,
RELIEF FROM
MAY BULL MARKET
coaches, ran into an open switch in
Massachusetts
SOCIALISTS PREPARE
Towa,
"WM. H. TAFT."
the
battleships
HIGH
TEMPERATURES NOW
Putting up the bast baseball of the yards of the Chicago, Rock Island
and Indians. The itinerary this year
PREVAILING
& Pacific here, this morning, demoll
which It was capable the
After
13 an unusually attractive one.
LUMBER TRUST PROBE BEGINS
TO RESIST INVASION
W. P. BROWN OF NEW ORLEANS,
Dawson team was able to beat the ishing two local engines which were
an eight day stay at Queenstown the
Chicago, June 5. Investigation of
UNEXPECTEDLY
UP
SHOWS
Kansas City,' June 5. With high
Maroons only 7 to 3 in the contest standing on the track, besides totally
"Lumber Trust," with
ships will go to Kiel, Germany,
the
AtIN NEW YORK..
temperatures prevailing and no imme where they will be from July 3 to July
staged on the Dawson grounds yester- wrecking its own engine. Robert
view to criminal prosecution, was DETERMINED
a
TO SET UP INDE
was diate prospect for relief, the entire
day. Dawson made seven runs, eighf kinson, the engineer in charge,
12. They will proceed thence to Berin the United States district PENDENT REPUBLIC IN LOWER
begun
trainother
Three
11
Southwest sweltered today. At
hits and five errors while the Maroons fatally Injured.
New York, June 5. The appear court here today with the empanelling
gen, Norway, arriving July 15, and
CALIFORNIA
made three runs, eight hits and six men were severely hurt. The pas- o'clock the temperature recorded at leaving July 23 for Gibraltar, where ance of W- - P. Brown, one of the prom of a grand jury by Judge K. M. Lan-dierrors The superior ability of the sengers escaped with bruises and a the local weather bureau, twelve they are due August 2. The midship- inent New Orleans bull leaders, on
to
be
presented
In the evidence
Los Angeles, June 5. According to
stories stories above the street,- was men will
Dawson players to run bases is re- severe shaking up.
sail homeward from Gibra- the' floor of the New York Cotton to the grand jury especial attention
Louis James, of the Socialist
91. Omaha, Sioux City and Lincoln
Captain
have
to
sponsible for their victory. The Ma
said
ltar August 8, and arrive at Solomon's Exchange this morning, was the sig- will be paid to methods
insurrecto forces in Lower Californii,
each reported 90 degrees at that hour.
roons made the first score of the
combinathe
alleged
had
Mr.
five
rumors
been
Brown
nal for
that
adopted by
Md., August 23, where
POLO TOURNAMENT
At St. Joseph, Mo., it was 88, and at Island,
the mission which caused the disap
game, making one at the first session
will be spent, before returning come here for the purpose of taking tion to keep Chicago mail order
'
days
is
91.
last
outs
in
there
two
Unless
the
dipearance recently of "General" C.
Topeka, Kan.,
at the bat With
lumber
from
houses
campurchasing
an
bull
to
of
Annapolis.
charge
Rhys Price from Tia Juana, has been
half of the first, Frank Angel let
MARRED BY RAIN rain within the next few days much
paign, similar to that In which he fig- rectly from the manufacturers.
,
and by this time the-- e
damage to crops will result.
Edburn's throw to third get away from
accomplished
OPPOSED TO PROHIBITION.
ured last year when cotton sold at
will have reached the coast near Tia
him and two Dawson men scored.
Mr. Brown reFort Worth, Tex., June 5. With 20 cents a pound.
Juana, an expedition consisting of 200
MONEY PASSION IS
Montano also made some inexcusable SPLENDID PLAYING OF BRITISHGOVERNOR VETOES BILL
over
from
all
to
fused
discuss
the
present
delegations
possibility of a
BEfield pieces
men, two breech-loadinerrors in right field.
TO
ODDS
CAUSES
ERS
Denver, June 5. The coal mine in- Texas the
prohibition bull campaign, hut expressed confi20,000 rounds of ammunition Bent
and
Edburn pitched a magnificent game.
EVEN.
ALMOST
COME
MENACINGTHE HOME from Los Angeles. Captain Jam g
spection bill passed by the recent campaign was formally opened here dence in much higher prices for old.
The Dawson team ls made up of
which was intended to today with a great display of enthu- crop cotton. He said:
legislature,
to
unable
were
declares that a vessel conveying these
heavy hitters but they
New York, June 5. The interna- prevent further accidents in the coal siasm. Thousands of persons
filled
"I am very bullish on the old crop.
reinforcements tothe Tia Juana garconnect with any frequency with the
WILLIAM
BY
GIVEN
VIEW
IS
THIS
last
was
vetoed
tional polo game scheduled for today mines of Colorado,
the North Side coliseum to listen to The new crop in nearly all sections
rison
departed from a point near Los
youngster's slants. Ellis and Schoeny
J. BRYAN IN ANSWER TO
on account of wet night by Governor Shafroth, at the re the speeches of Governor Colquitt and is needing rain and the general pubAngeles
Saturday night and succeed
distinguished themselves by hammer- was postponed
mlneis'
of
the
The game will be played quest of representatives
MINISTER'S INQUIRY.
other opponents of the statewide lic seems to be of the opinion that
in getting beyond the reach of
ed
ing out two base hits and putting up weather.
union. Their chief objection was oc- mvement. The
campaign thus begun, this crop is an early one, which la not
the United States authorities.
a good fielding game. Crouch, a tomorrow.
So far bad weather has caused two casioned by a senate amendment,
will be carried on throughout
South ' Texas, South
the the case.
This socialist claims that they will
New York, June 5. The American
coal miners to pay the cost state until
hen Georgia and South Alabama will get home is triply imperilled by neglect have a force of 600 men, nearly all
postponements and as the English
early next month,Tt
SENORA MADERO IN CHICAGO
estimated
was
men wish to leave for home next of "shot fir'nsr."
the' question of adding a prohibition early cotton. The rest of the terri- of religion, failure to cultivate home of whom are Americans to back up
Chicago, June 5. tenors Ernesto
the continued bad weather that this would have taken $168,00" amendment to the state constitution tory is from normal to late and the life and the pursuit of pleasure and their establishment of the "Republic
Saturday,
minister
of
the
wife
present
vearlv from the waees of the miners.
Madero,
te causing some apprehension,
will be decided at a special electon.
o
present droughty conditions over al- the almighty dollar, according to of Lower California." They assert
of finance of Mexico, arrived in
of
the
work
brilliant
Englishmost the entire belt makes an al- William J. Bryan. Mr. Bryan's opin- that the Mexican government will be
The
Mon
in
home
her
from
last night
the)
last
men
game,
IN
VETERANS.
in
ELECTION
WAR
PORTLAND.
Thursday's
SPANISH
ion was sought by the Rev. Christian so busily occupied otherwise that it
to
ready late crop later.
came
terey, Mex. Senora Madero
5.
so far played, which was
one
a. Interest in
June
June
Ore.,
Ind.,
Portland,
only
a
Lafayette
E. Reisnor, who wrotea the Nehraskan will not be In a position for many
of
Ijafayete
having
the
purpose
Chicago for
3 goals,! is
to
Americans
hon
won
in
election
tho months to send an army against them,
the
and
for
with
Portland's
officers
by
flags
ib
bunting
guy
city
STEEL FURNACES LIT UP
asking him, "What endangers
surgical operation performed on her
and In the meantime they will be able
a time the English or of .the United Spanish War vete- - today is given added interest by the
for
which
but
Mr.
American
home?"
reply,
Bryan's
5.
son.
A number of
Infant
Pittsburg, June
to
ha?
hid
win,
officers
fair
annual
state
fact
whose
that Joseph Simon, the present furnaces of the Carnegie Steel com- made public In the pulpit yesterday, to fortify Ensenada and make it imr!inSi
encampment
cavalry
the
in
a
interest
increased
pregnable.
two
for
is standing for
as pany and the Jones and Laughlin Steel was as follows:
here
(
mayor,
greatly
today
days'
opened
GCN. BRINKEROFF DEAD
match. Betting still favors the Amer-- ' KpPsion. .The business sessions of thp an Independent candidate on a plat company, which have been out of combusiness and pleasure to
R
"Allowing
General
5.
O..
Jnne
Mansfield,
with form favoring the adoption of the mission for some time, were
greatly reduced odd?, gathering will he interspersed
Roman Gallegos, chairman cC !';e
put in consume all the time so that none re
t THnlcornff. statesman and prison leans, hut at
offered visits to the state sojdier's home, commission plan of government. The
now
two
to
three
being
hom
of
cultlvaton
the
malna
for
the
board
of county commissioners, ts
of
A
last
here
force
at
home
his
large
operation today.
reformer, died
whereas before Thursday's game, four .Purdue university, the Tipecano other leading mayorality candidal e men will be given employment. Pros- lie. We are too busy making money here from his home in San M'siipI,
had
Brinkeroff
84.
General
night, aged
were the prevailing battlefield and other points of Inter-jest- s are A. G. Rushlight, Republican, and pects In the steei trade here it is and huntng for a good time. Hom to attend the regular monthlv meet
an International reputation as one of and five to one
in and about Lafayette.
George H. Thomas, Democrat
figures.
said are better now than for months. religion is also neglected.
reformers.
ing of the board.
foremost
prison
the
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SUIT AGAlNSTlTORRANCECOUNTY
SANTA

IE

IS

RANCHMAN

FOR

HEARST DEMANDS MORRIS

$500,000

MURDERED

BIG SUM
ACTION
BRINGS
FOR $17,500 FOR VIOLATION
LAW
OF

GOVERNMENT

PERALTA S
NEAR

JUAN

FROM

COLLIER'S

CHARRED

FALSE

1

IDOL

OF OKLAHOMA
FIGHT FANS

,

AND DEFAMING
FOR
UTTERANCES BASIS
HUGE LIBEL SUIT.

ALLEGED

TAJIQUE
ARRESTED.
SUSPECTS

BODY FOUND

IS

191

HIS

FRIENDS

HE'LL

BELIEVE

LICK JIM FLYNN ON FOURTH
OF JULY.

Estanica, X. M., June 5. Roasted
New York, June 5. William Ran
Tulsa, Okla., June 5. Admirers of
Albuquerque, N. M., June 6. With on a bon
the charred corpse of dolph Hearet, through his attorney, Carl Morris, among the number being
fire,
thirty-fiv- e
a complaint
Invoicing
Juan Peralta of near Tajique, was Clarence J. Shearn, has brought suit many who do not underestimate the
causes of action, each one of them found Saturday some distance from against Robert J. Collier for $500,000 prowess of Jim Flynn, who they
punishable by a fine of $500, a ad ag his home, the evidence showing that for thep uolication of false and de- know is a game fighter and has tackan famatory libel in the publication led giants before and successfully,
was a victim of
gregating therefore $17,500, Unit 3d Peralata
f known as Collier's Issued last week. say it is an impossibility or Flynn to
States District Attorney David J. appalling crime. As the result
ter
The article in Collier's reads:
Second
Julius
an
Sheriff
investigation by
get a decision over the big engineer
Leahy filed a suit In the
ritorial district court Saturday In b? Meyers and Mounted Police Sergeant
This article shows that many news- in 15 rounls.
half of the United States against the John Collier, Miguel and Eduardo papers slant or tint their editorial
They cannot lead themselves to be-Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rjt'l Trujlllo, neighbors of the dead man, columns of their own accord, in order lieve that Flynn, with 65 pounds less
way company for violation of whit ; and his wife and stepdaughter are to attract or stimulate advertising weight, six Inches less height, 11
known as the hours of service act.
under arrests. They will have a hear and it reveals the system once preva- Inches less reach and six years more
The official title of the act Is: "An ing here tomorrow at 9 a. m., on the lent in the New York Journal where- In age, can ever defeat the Sapulpa
act to promote the safety of employes charge of murdering Peralta. From by $1,000 would buy, indirectly, an man, Inasmuch as Morris now has the
and travelers upon railroads by limit- all that can be learned the crime was editorial by Arthur Brisbane.
advantage of as good training as
To show who was usually party of money could provide and has shown
and bru
ing the hours of service of employes - one of the most
thereon," and is generally known- tal In the rather shay annals of the the first part In this unhealthy al- himself to be an apt pupil at the
among railroad men as the sixteen native villages on the east slope liance, let us take an aspect of the game.
hour law, because ltp rovides that an of the Manzanos. Peralta was a lum relations between the newspapers and
No matter how hard a Dunch Flvnn
employe shall not labor more than ber hauler and the two Trupillos la the theaters of New York.
can deliver or how often he can land,
sixteen consecutive hours.
"As a matter of fact there Is plenty Morris's admirers are confident he
borers in a lumber yard.
All the violations of the law upon
Every man- can withstand the mosts violent on-All the indications are that Peralta of direct evidence.
'
which Che government alleges its was first butchered, like an animal, ager knew that the Journal offered
with
slaughts
Immunity,
swapping
cause of action secured within the with an axe, and that fruitless at a page advertisement and a Brisbane
punch for punch, while backing up
month of December, 1010, and wore tempt was then made to
editorial for $1,000.
the
his blows with far greater weight and
destroy
betw-.ni
on extra runs soley, m-Brisbane is an employe; whatever
remains by burning in order to con
placing them with his much longer
must
"d
this
and
is
for
this city and Gallup
policy
Gallup
ceal all traces of the crime. The Job blame there
reach.
Belen. No less than sevei Ucies dur- however, was done in such a
rest on Hearst.
No heavyweight has ever entered a
clumsy
did
the
November,
between
Is
In the period
allfcg!.
ing that month, it
manner that the officers had no difnew
ring better prepared to do battle than
Santa Fe railway allow wbol train ficulty In
1908, and October, 1909, eight
the evidence.
unearthing
will Carl Morris when he mounts the
manner.
in
this
thus
crews to violate the law,
pilins
Peralta was first missed from his plays advertised were
counts, each mac home
Seven of these
specially com- platform July 4. His youth, size, re
.up the thirty-fiv- e
list Monday evening, and about mended
n
markable reach and past life of exem
who works over the limit being con- the
by Mr. Brisbane in
middle
of the weeek, his mother
editorials. Three other plays, plary habits, embodying every feature
sidered a special cause of ajtior and
foul play, started out on a
which bought no special advertising, of the simple life, are all assets any
for which the company Is ilibls to a suspecting
search.
She
found enough to cause were treated on the editorial page in
n
could be proud of.
The complaint sets
fine of $500.
her to hastily send word to Sheriff
Of
course
Woman
there are skeptics who say
this period, 'What Every
forth that:
Meyers at Estanola and accompanied Knows,' 'An Englishman's Home,' and that Morris has not had such a hard
On December 1. 1910, an extra
Sereeant Collier he Immediately
by
fight beforehand may not win.
freight train east, pulled by ens ue went out to Tajlque and started a rlp-I- Israel.'
of
Jim Flynn must have everything if
"By the beginning of 1909 Miss
S31, worked the crew, composed
Inveatlsratlon.
Three posses were Brinkley's employers apparently held he hopes to defeat the Sapulpa enginEdwin Sawyer, engineer; L. T. Szy sent
out from Tajfnne in lifferent di her as close to the half-pag- e
adver eer, who confidently believes he will
manskl, fireman; B. Armstrong, co.i
rections, and at sundown that nieht tisements as they held Brisbane to win. '
G'"s
and
E.
Britt
P.
George
ductor;
'
one party came upon the embers of the
Morris, the victor 'In not over ten
tein, brakemen, from 5: 30 in the a fire In
which were discovered rec
"This evidence is so far merely cir rounds, is the general opinion here,
1:10
at
to
night.
morning
ognizable portions of a humnn body. cumstantial. As a matter of fact, there while there are some Morris enthusOn December 11, between Gallup
Including a
is plenty of direct evidence. The iasts who believe he will lay the Puand Belen, with engine 855, pulling skull, and leg Done, portions of
some finger bones.. Further new advertising policy of the 'Journal' eblo fireman
I.
of
crew
away in six rounds at
the load, the
composed
search of the vicinity of the ash hesn was public property In the theatrical the most.
Slauenstein, engineer; J. H. Ruyme. revealed a
concealed gunny sack con district, where gossip travels as In a
fireman; G. E. Wilson, conductor; J,
the
talnlng
badly hnrned trunk of the little village.
Christie and A. E. Johnson, brakemen,
a
"The 'Journal generally signed no CONTACTOR. IS HERE
vortlon
body,
of the shirt, however '
0:45
on
were worked from
the night nrT.f..1. .
.
contract
for these transactions; it was
WH3
8UU
aanenng and Tint
of December 11 to 3:30 In the after
burned, being easily Identified as that a gentlemen's agreement between the
noon of the following day.
TO FINISH PROJECT
worn by Peralta. A search of Peral-ta'- s solicitor and the manager. Of course,
Between A'.buquerque and Gallup
for
wanted
what
the
home
managers
really
revealed in the discovery f
on December 12, the crew composeu a
woman's skirt soaked In blood, the their $1,000 was not the advertise- W. E. NEICE IMMEDIATELY
FN.
of J. H. Anderson, engineer; H. G.
skirt being poslt'vely Identified
ment, but the editorial."
TERED UPON WORK. FOLLOWParsons, fireman; W. V. Kelly, con- that worn
that
recite
The papers in the suit
by Mrs. Pprslta
c
ING ARRIVAL THIS A. M.
ductor; A. W. Sherer and R. E. Rem flay.
attack
preceded attack on Mr. Hearst.
Pernalfa's
wa
hat
near In
ey, brakemen, worked from 6:4": p. the
iwuu
Collier
September, 1907, Peter F.
house and a pair of shnoH
m. on the 12th until 12:50 p. m. nu
W. E. Neice, of Sterling, Colo, the.
Robert J. Collier brought suit
and
.h.aVin?r bwn
n
contractor
the following day. This was on a:i 1
who
one of
will have ' active
William R. Hearst in supreme
"e irujiuoB. also stained with blood against
extra freight west, drawn by eng!;
,
as general foreman of the
charge
for
recover
damages
to
court
$15,767
were found hidden
848.
outs.de the house for alleged breach of contract. Mr. Camfield Irrigation project, arrived in
"
..
"no SDatterorJ
"
The return trip of the same engUe
answered and no- las Vegas on the California Limitel
Hearst
- C
on
the
on
same
crew
kitche,n;;u;ranine ted the promptly
the
day jnengine
was
case, hut the action has not this morning anj after
following was also outside the !imi'. hide
either of taken to the site of the big dam and
trial
for
by
been
pressed
the traces of crime
This time R. Doyle, conductor; C. J.
reservoir by Trustee F. IL Pierce. Mr.
by washing said Colliers.
Holmes and Nat.F. Dixon, brakemen, away the blood stains.
Neice spent the greater part of the
dISCOVeiT Came'
were the remainder of the train crew whTnan
DIRECT PRIMARY BILL.
day going over the work and has be3
who were forced to work overtime.
rkly stained
Helena, Mont., June 5. The legis gun the organization of his construcOn December 21, the train again
. .
moi.ru- - lative commission appointed by Gov tion forces.
.
.
mpnt
noj
That he is the man for the" job is
pulled by engine 848 running from
and beas- - ernor Norris to draft a bill providing
att7,l
iuckiess
this city to Gallup failed to reach thai
for direct primaries for the nomina- evidenced by the fact that Mr. Neice
Gallup until 4.05 o'clock of the afttion of candidates for all elective of in the early days was associated with
It is known that the two
ernoon of December 22, although the
Tn,n
fices, including Tinted States senators Charles Dwyer and H. TJ. Mudge in
start was made from Albuquerque l
met ln Helena today to organize and railroad building in the west. For
daUShfer at th
ten minutes past six the night before.
Peralta
begins Its labors. If the bill drawn the past six or eight years he has
i home
This time the following 'members
up by the commission meets with the been building extensive irrigation
the crew were involved: B. E. Lintz,
Pera,ta waa
aproval of a majority of the members systems In Coloralo, "his last work be
'engineer; S. I. McQuillen, firemaa;
of the two houses the governor will ing with the Sterling irrigation prop- S. B. Miller, conductor; H M. Pettit
convene a special session of the legis- - ertiea In that state.
bt
that the Peralta
and C J. Holmes, brakemen.
Mr. rieroe Touayjsaid that there
to enact the measure into law.
loture
ie probably
Another infraction, it is said, took
was no question as to Mr. Niece's
Sunday
nteht
one
.
m
of
,th
,
place on December 22 between' this
tv.
inh
competency
f ity and Gallup. This was on extra BPeotael-T1:VANDAL SEEKS TO
Mated that he had heen
&mls
New
Mexico
west 852 leaving here at 12:45 a. ra.
!
What the
Gallup was not reached until 9:05 p.
unme
DESTROY SUN DIAL with the resumption of work on h
may
nours have hPon ,
m., or arter some twenty-on,.
ta b
Camfield project.
.ld,ns
train
of
the
of service on the part
evidence appeared
concave
crew. The men, who composed this to the officers tn n,.t- . . enough MALICIOUS MUTILATION OF HIS.
""
TO HONOR CAVOUR.
"ie tour
crew, were. J. H. Anderson, engi.
at onco on
u
TORIC MARKER AT OLD
ArmJune 5. Elaborate prepara
were
Rome,
B.
P"sners
Z
S.
.
J.
fireman;
Olding,
m,,
neer;
,Ca h7 Mej,ers and
tions have been made for the centen
FORT UNION.
strong conductor; P. E. Britt and E. Comer Friday
night, arriving at 10
ary celebrations ln honor of the mem
C. Lloyd, brakemen.
Pm.. find holn cr
,
" V M:caj ln
county
Within the past week some vandal OTy of Count Cavoui'. the Italian pa
,
On December 23 at 6:10 o'clock in till rm,
has badly mutilated the historic sun triot and statesman.. The principal
the morning, another train left this
be
failhere
and
is
at old Fort Uuion, according to celebrations are to be held tomorrow.
dial
it
for
alleged,
Gallup,
city
C H. Stewart, who, with his wife and The date is not the, one hundredth
ed to reach there until 10:05 o'clock The
on the following day, making about said to have
child and Mr. and Mrs. Sid Dennis of anniversary of his firth, which will be
been very Questionable
nineteen hours consecutive service.
the Shoemaker ranch, visited the old August 10, but the fiftieth anniver
aim around Tajlque.
"
'
The men composing this crew were:
reservation yesterday. Evidently by sary of his death. The ceremonies
Patteryears
of
will
age. He had the use of a heavy hammer a large
center around Turin, his birthE. H. Bryant, engineer; J. L.
engage,, for 80me H
son, fireman; D. S. Houp, conductor;
block of stone was knocked off one place and the city where he died. A
.
-..
.
li,.
irom tne Ozler mall of the corners. The dial has been feature of the celebration will be' the
. "
H. C. Hill and J. H. Fowler,
"UJea rPOTn TInue Into Estancf;
presented to the Normal University dedication of. a monunient at Santena,
and was well known here.
and it was planned to move It to the where Cavour ls burled.
TTf? it a
?
m.fti
one of the prl
irnjiuo,
campus early this summer. Evidently
oners. Is a- nimin
..
Tne otner man this cannot be done too soon as the
Warnlnq to Railroad Men
rrwreefl. Miguel Trujlllo, and It
E. S. Bacon. 11 Bas St Bath Me.,
ls dial will be damaged beyond repair if
mat ne.ther of the men have
sends out this warning to railroaders:
subjected to many more indignities.
-"A conductor on the railroad,
mv
ivory record In the mountain
Mrs.
Dennis
n
Stewart says that
work caused a chronic Inflammation
country.
narrowly escaped being bitten by a of the kidneys, and t was miserable
rattlesnake at the fort. She stepped on and all played out. A friend advised
The
mm! a rock whlc hturned over with her Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
t commen ed taking them, I began tc
in place of coffee
weight. This disturbed a big rattler regain rtny gtrength. The Inflammaliae rHrvn it iVteitastrA fl that
a and he colled to strike, but Mrs. Den- tion cleared and I, am far better than
rrani or correct living .
the drug in coffee,
!I' caffeine,
'"Mtiot..
tTie admiration of
nis jumped nulckly out of reach. Mr. I have been for twenty years. The
i
i
the
nunsi.iucda,j ncari auaj iici ves
diwstion is faulty Dennis killed the reptile with a shot weakness and dizzy spells are a thine
V
T
nmberlaln's Stomach and Liver Tab- of the past and I highly recommend
"There's a Reason
.
"Pro mill nnvjvn4- ti
The snake measured five feet Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
"
for saie ty all gun.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
In length.

Bright Time for the Lover of
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Beautiful Waists

cold-bloode- d

.

Lingerie Waists Are More Pleasing
This Spring Than Ever Before
Since Dame Fashion has decided that the lingerie waist is not a transient visitor of a
short month or two,1 but here to stay through all the seasons. She must forsooth year after
year exercise her ingenuity !n evolving new and lovelier creations to hold Milady's fickle
fancy. Surelv this year has met success. Such wonderful combinations of laces and bits
of sheer materials, such artful arrangements of tuckings and frills; such aoroit notes of
embroidery in white or the daintiest pastel or vivid Bulgarian shades never were tuch
waists. There isn't a woman with a spice of Mother Eve's vanity lurking within her, that
will be able to resist them.
The prices? Well just come and see these waists, guess what they're worth, subtract
a good round sum, and you'll about hit the price we've put upon them.
Because we were able to purchase these waists at an exceptionally low figure, your
1

would-champlo-

outlay will be proportionally small.

d

full-page-

Tailored and Lingerie Waists in newest models,
neatly and tastefully trimmed, each
$1,50

An
Tailored Waist of excellent quality, either pleated or plain front
$3iOO

A large variety of the season's best models,
nicely trimmed with lace and embroidery. $tm 73

Dainty Lingerie Waists of unusual beauty, in
the most approved styles, $3.00 up to. . .417. OO

All-Lin-
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- Flanders "20"

Phone flair. 60
and arrange for demonstration date

ICsti-mate- s

ly given.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,

K. T. Davis
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ARE YOU INTERESTED?

motto.cheerful-

-

mini
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First class work
and "best of materials is my

ooa-tMrst- y

arr

C

Painting
and
Paper
anging

ast;

llT T

moma

La Vegas, New Mexico.

Phone Main 357.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A
i

GROSS, IELL Y
( Incoporated)

I.adlra! Aalt jror vraKlnt for fx
Diamond BrandV
'hUhe.(r'a
In Hid and Mold nirtalliAV
fills
bones, scaled witsl Blue Ribbon.
Tnke do other. Buy of four
S'
II I ll
llrnararlKt. Ask f
IMAMO.NR It RAM II P1LLH. for U5

"
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mm.

There ta more Catarrh In this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to bo Incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatSciment, pronouaced It Incurable.
ence has proved catarrh to be a con
stitutional disease and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
Cheney A Co.. Toledo, Ohio, Is the
only constitutional cure ou the market It ls taken Internally ln doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
falls to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials
Address: P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio
So'd by druggists, 75c.
'rVe Hall's
family Pills for consti
'
pation.
--

f

WHOLESALE GROCERS

yean known as Best. Saftst, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Foley Kidney Pills are a true medicine. Th$y are hea'ing, strengthening, antiseptic and tonic. They act
and Red
quickly. O. G. Schaefer
Cross Drag Co.

& GO

and Dealer In

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN

WAGONS-RAC- INE

and PELTS
YEHICLBH

JSS

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N.M.,
Corona, N.

M. Roe, I?.

M.pJHf'

Trinidad, Colorado

IS1lI!iT!.aSS.Jouf
JU1
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Dusmess.
never turning youryour
back to give 5m Zl
a
chance
when
?w
you are nc locking
q If you advertise occasionally,
scmebodv e
may share in the benefit of
.J
by chancing to be in when ycu are out
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FORT WIXQATE
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HAS BEENABANDONED

1

GOVERNMENT TURNS MILITARY
RESERVATION OVER TO FOREST SERVICE.

and promptly notified Supervisor W.
R. Mattoon of the Manzano National
forest of the action of the government.
It is understood that should the
fort ever be
the reservation will revert back to the war
government It Is thought In official
circles that the fort Is to be abandoned permanently and that
is unlikely.)
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

;; ))

A Laugh- -

Because the advertiser has done
something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

ADVERTISED GOODS

d

district Forester A. C. Rlngland received a dispatch from Washington
yesterday with the Information above

cf

lie (briri 01 1vty
1

wammmmmmmmm

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5.--The
United State military reservation
at
Fort Wingate, McKlnley
county,
which has been
practically deserted
since the outbreak of hostilities
along
the border some six months ago, was
yesterday turned over to the United
States Forest Service and will
for administrative purposes to
the Manzano and Zunul national
forests.
beat-tache-
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statements.

lie can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.

Comedy
of Errors

k4

r

'

I

Producing

He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently
profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being
suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
AI
to

J
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ways Pays

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

Buy

Advertised Goods

Monday

Championship tournament of
en's Eastern Golf association opens
at Boston.
Opening of seventh annual exhibition of Winnipeg (Man.) Horse Show
association.
.
Opening of annual polo tournament
of the Philadelphia Country club.
Pennsylvania state tennis championships for men at Merion C. C, Philadelphia.
Sailor Burke vs. Ted Nelson, 10
rounds, at New York.
Tuesday
Annual tournament of Southern ' Golf
association opens at Nashville.
golf
Annual Pacific Northwest
at
tournament
opens
championship
Portland, Ore.
Annual bench show of Ladies' Kennel association of America at Mineola,

II

I

IX

MO

:j

I7V

One of
the Most

Amusing
Stories
You Have
Ever Had the
Pleasure of Reading

Tony caponl vs. Eddie McGoorty,
13 rounds, at Winnipeg, Man.
Wednesday
Opening 'of annual horse show at
Leesburg, Va.
lieo Houck vs. Mike Glover 6 rounds
at Philadelphia.
Thursday
Spring meet of the United Hunts
Racing association at Belmont Park,

,

'
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Harry Didn't Think It Funny, But You Will

THE GIRL OF

DREAMS

MY
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An Ad. in the Optic Want Column Will Bring Results
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best - all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get
,quick
success.

a Pinch. Use Allan's Foot.Ea
Ladies can wear shoes one size
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives Instant relief to corns and
It's the greatest comfort dis
covery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and sorespots.
It Is a certain relief (or sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
it to break in new shoes. Sold every
where, 25c.' Don't accept any substi
tute. For FREE trial package address
Allen a Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

In

Don't Miss the Opening Chapter

--

Mm

under-estlmat-

(Novelized from the Succeufal Comedy of the Same Name)

I

The uniform sucnRsaU timf"
U
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
uioiera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
made It a favorite everywhere. It can
always be dentndvi
by all druggists.

decree Just Issued by Provisional
President de La Barra a special presidential election waa called. Electors
will be chosen October 1 and these
will select the successor to Diaz, Sunday, October 16. Governors are Instructed to define publicly announce
prior to June 9, electoral districts in
their states and territories, using the
census of 1910. Da La Barra fully!
realizes the responsibility he has as
e
sumed and he does not
the dfflculty to bencountered In hold
ing open elections In Mexico.

If you read the new serial about to appear in this paper entitled

,

Wclfllt

MEXICO ELECTIONS IN OCTOBER
Mexicoa City, June 5. By official

the eve of a visit from his affianced wife and when all the world
wv.u.u
wigm uiu iuvu;, any owunffi suuacmy oecomes involved in a
maze of unfortunate circumstances that threaten to wreck " his happiness.

Opening of annual open golf tournament of the Baltimore Country club.
Opening of annual exhibition of the
Gait (Ont.) Horse Show association.
Opening of three dajs' aviation
meet at Imperial Park, Springfield,
Mass.
Algonquin Hill climb of the Chicago
Motor club, Chicago.
Billy Papke vs. Jim Sullivan, 20
rounds, at London.

replied the critic. '"I'm sur
prised that they let you do it even
for that price." Chicago Record- Herald.

L

COn

N. Y.

The definitions of "because"
used by women would fill a

&q
M

I suppose you wouldn't believe."
said the manager, "that it cost me
$25,000 to raise the curtain on this
show."
I do,

L. I.

;

i

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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Fry an Ad, in Tho Optio'o
"W$nt Columns"
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IPS

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregular!
tie.
Folcy.Kidney Pilla purify the blood, restore lost Titality and rlfor. Refuse aubstitutt

-

FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS
DRUG. CO,
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AND NIGHT

;

OPERA HOUSE
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
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JUNE 14th'

MATINEE
AND NIGHT

'JUNE 14th
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Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke

t

'V

-
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Direct

I

of the
patrons
discriminating
a happy
those
enjoin
and
theater
will
comiiaatlon of muslo and frolio
of
satisfying
have an opportunity
tomorrow
their desire along this line
the Matwhen
and Wednesday nights
company
Comedy
Musical
inee Girl

will be here.

The company is now in Its sixth
and moats successful season for everywhere that the organlaztlon has appeared its work has received he high
est praise.
Composed of a bevy of beautiful

maidens and an . lnsurperable cast,
with a muslcality that Is built Hstinct- ly along fun lines, they have succeed
ed in winning the grace of all of the
audiences by furnishing an entertainment that Is unparallelled.
A prominent feature of the show 's

the elegant and tasty costuming of
the principals and the quaint conceits
furnished the chorus.
The engagement of this company Is
something out of the ordinary and
one that should not be missed.

I

here

Vim,

Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke

from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park
Greatest Amusement Park in America

NOTE ITS
GREAT SOLOISTS

The

MISS BLANCHE LYONS

Sonrano

Cfc:.!:.!SS
HENRY MAYER

Xtcd
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for months jreliKio'n is also
neglected.

j

w sttenaThe 'regular
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PULL FOB LAS VEGAS
Las Vegans should make an organized effort towards putting this city
in the forefront of Southwestern municipalities. Selfish interests and personal quarrels should be relegated to
the b.ickground and all should pull
tog ;her for the common good of a
bigger and better town, which united
action is sure to have as Its reward.
Now is the time to act. With the
resumption of work, on the Camfield
project and Its early completion, matters locally never were more roseate
It
from, a commercial
standpoint.
seems that the Commercial club can
do murh toward securing the desired
result by waking up and letting the
world at large know Las Vegas Is
on the map. What's a Commercial
club for, anyway?
Opportunities count for naught un- -
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cents on the ground that his cork leg
is lighter than a natural one would
be."
Chicago Record-Herald- .
fortune,"
of
is
soldier
a
"What
pa?"
'
ing campaign be taken forthwith.
"A soldier of fortune, son. Is a vago
abond who fights for anybody who
Lady (to tramp, who had been comKEEP IT OUTOFTHE PAPEIt asks him and then puts up an awful missioned to find lost poodle) The
scrVant for help from' his Owrf coun- poor little darling; where did yon
Hardly a day passes that there' is try when he gets , utQ trouble." find him?
not a request at the office of any Cleveland Plain Deatefif
Tramp Oh, a man ' 'ad Mm, miss,
ot
it
out
to
"Keep
daily newspaper
tied to a pole, and was cleaning the
the paper." A man daily violates
"Do you think a jealous wife is a windows wiv 'im! M. A. P.
the law. knowing that he Is liable hindrance to a man?"
to an est and conviction, and that
"Yes,", replied Miss Cayenne; "she
John Sharp Williams tells the folthe court records are public and yet is
him to thinking that lowing.
"One ot the negroes on my
to,"get
likely
come
hn hA arrant ind mnvlction
he is really as handsome and irres- - place did me a valuable service oner,
out
of
Is
"it
be
that
kept
the plea
tible as she considers him." Wash- and I wished to show my apprecia
the paper.' Usually he pleads be
tion. After paying him, I asked.
cause of hlswife and family, forget ington Star.
" 'Now, uncle, which shall I give
or
ting them in his pursuit of crime
races
(ena ton of coal or a bij buttle oi
Colonel
at
you,
when
is
regimental
it
and
only
wronedoine.
Well, whisky?,'
some
farmers)
them.
remembers
tertaining
he
that
caught
" 'Massa. John,' he replied, 'yo shore- Such men usually pay very little what will you all have?
whisbe
three
There'll
knows Ah on'y bubns wood.'"''
until
Spokesman
ly.
the
to
newspapers
attention
and the other two's Washington Herald.
they are hailed into court. "Nobody kies, yer honor,
reads the newspapers," they say, but taytotalers; they'll just be takin' a
when they want the news of their shpot av wine.
When Grover Cleveland's little girl
conviction kept out of the newspawas quite young, her fatlier'once tele"1 . wish I were a man of stronger
pers, they seem to care less that they
phoned to the White House from Chi
have violated the law than that the character."
and asked Mrs Cleveland to
cago
men
"What do you mean?"
public should learn of it. Such
the child to the phone. Lifting
bring
are not entitled to any consideration
"I hate to have the barber sell me the little one up to the instrument,
at the hands of the newspapers, and everything on his bill of fare every Mrs. Cleveland watched her expresbehalf
they know that the appeal on
time I go in for a shave." Louisville sion change from bewilderment to
of their families Is the only one that Courier-Journawonder and ten to fear". It was surewill save tehm, and even that because
ly her father's voice ysf. she looked
of public good, is often denied them,
He So Billy has told that he at the telephone Incredulously.
for publicity is the most powerful saved me from a watery grave."
After examining the t'.ny opeuiU3
weapon In the hands of the law.
She H'm! He told me he'd saved in the receiver the little girl burtt
o
"Oh, mamma," sh j sobyou from a much worse place than into tears.
we ever get pnpa oil
can
that! M. A. P.
'how
bed,
of that little hole" Exchang r
Cholly On what do you base your
argument that women are more clevPORTLAND ROSE FESTIVAL.
er
than
men?
truant
been
had
playing
Portland, Ore., June 5. Jtose fesTommy
Maud Well, let's take ourselves
tival week has arrived and the city is
from school and had spent a long,
for example Cornell Wido.
filled with visitors who will vie with
beautiful day fishing. On his way
the people of Portland in getting their
back he met one of his young cronies
"What we want is economy," said fill of mirth and pleasure for the next
who accosted him vith the usual
one statesman.
five days. The city Is gayly decoratquestion, "Catch anything?" At this
"I thought you wanted appropriaof
consciousness
the streets are crowded and Jollity
the
all
in
ed,
Tommy
tions," replied t"he other.
enthusiasm are abundant The
and
guilt, quickly responded: "Nope ain't
"I want both; economy for your conMagazine.
of cannon shortly after the
home
been
yet." Harper's
for booming
stituents and appropriations
noon hour today announced the armine." Washington Star.
rival of the royal barge bearing Rex
"They really fear she will become
he
a
found
diary
Oregonus, king of the carnival, esInsane. You see she
"That tenor sings like an angel."
her."
married
corted
he
before
by a fleet of loyal mariners.
kept
"Yes," replied the manager. "But
'"Oh, I see! And the awful revel- if he ever gets admitted to where the The arrival was made the occasion of
water pageant in which
ations"
angels are, he'll have to keep sing- a grand
" 'Revelations?' No. It wa3 in cidecorated craft partiscores
of
gayly
ing so as to keep St. Peter from getpher, and she couldn't read a word of ting acquainted with his disposition." cipated. Features ot the program
prepared for the remainder of the
it" Tit Bits.
Washington Star.
week will include a competitive rose
"Old Rumsey always was pretty exhibit, an electrical parade, an auto"Too bad about Joe."
mobile parade, clvlo and military
"What's the matter?"
close."
"He sprained his arm, and they are
"Yes, and he always will be. Since pageant, a floral parade and battle of
flowers, band concerts, balls, Illumiafraid he never can pitch aaln, so he was mixed up In that railroad
he invariably wants the street nations and numerous outdoor ath
his folks are going to make a doctor
or something of that sort out of car conductor to let him ride for 4 letic events.

lees taken advantage of. Delays are
dangerous and It Is important that
action looking towards a real boost-

St. Louis

Globe-Democr-

ane White

J
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A great showing of Snow White Underwear for vomcn is being made
here. Snow white undergarments made 'up and thoroughly inspected by the
best manufacturers. Some numbers bought especially for this sale are of
exceptional value. We offer our superb assortment of Gowns, Petticoats,
Chemises, Combination Suits, Drawers and Corset Covers at a reduction of
-

33

Per Cent

1- -3

BACHARACH'S

l.

Men, See Our Line
of

ABSORBLETS

Furnishings
MM

Manhattan Shirts

Here is One Underwear That
Gives True Comfort and
Lasting Satisfaction
to Men.
SUPERIOR UNION SUITS fit, fit all
over because properly knitted over
SUscientifically graded patterns.
PERIORS never bind, bulge, bag. sag,
or hike. They are the Union Suits

with tho troubles loft out

Wilson Brothers' Suspenders

Kayser Kravats
Lord & Taylor's Sox

constructed of finest materials and reinforced at every wearing point. "THE
LAP WITHOUT THE GAP" is a feature of SUPERIORS that has made
many friends for these Union Suits.
We have a full line

Florsheim Shoes
Stetson Hats

i

A

The
515-31- 7

i

Superior

Perfect Union Suit

Store of Quality"
-
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Musical Comedy Company with a New Play Each Night
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The Big Beauty Chorus and the Original Pony Ballad.

Prices 50c, 35c, 25c
I
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Seats on sale at Murphey's and Schaefer's
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The Prescription

t

ii'

I

man who doe. theweighing, the measurin- gthe man who knows how and why the man on
whom everything
depends.
Our
responsibility is. .never lV- ost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling.
Every
prescription leaving our
store is fauldess from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

GLEE CLUB AT
DUNCAN
SANTE
FE
ENTERTAINMENT
COURSE OFFERS CLASSY
PRODUCTION.

Horace W. Kruse of Raton, visited For1 Week Ending Jane 10th
friends in Las Vegas yesterday,
18c for the 35c Genuine "Henls"
J. L. Zimmerman, the civil engineer,
Fruit Press.
l here from
Albuquerque on a brief
4c dozen for the "Sterling" Rubber
business visit.
Fruit, Jar Rings.
Mias Agnes,. Manchard, of Water
l8c for the 25c Automatic Spring
Canyon is here to attend the Normal
Ice Picks.
summer schooptm
2c each for the Porcelain Lined
Hector, W. Kearney and Mrs. Edith
Fruit Jar Caps and Rubbers.
Kearney of Watrous, were visitors In
12c foot for the 15c Wire Wrapped
Las Vegas yesterday.
Inch Rubber Hose.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Meek of Des
10c each for any size Ice Croara
Moines, la,, are here to spend a short
' j
Dishert.
t'rae visiting friends.
9c each for the "King" Fly Killer;
Bias Sanchei of Wagon Mound
15c each for the 25s Tin Watering
county superintendent of schools for
Pots.
Mora county, Is in the city on official
10 per cent
Discount on "The
business. ..
White Frost" Refrigerators.
Mrs.,C A. McMillan is at El Por- - $1.45 for the $2.25 Regal Canvass
venir for an Indefinite stay. Mr. Mill
Hammock.
Igan and son spent yesterday at the
See us for Tents for Rent or Sale.
resort, returning to the city last
10 per cent Cheaper than any
night.
1
competition.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Stewart and lit'
95c for the $1.25 Croquet Sets, 4
tie child will leave tonight for New'
ball.
ton, Kans., where they will spend a
$2.55 for the $3.25 Gold Medal Style
month visiting Mr. Stewart's mother,
Cots.
Mrs. Wellington Stewart.
29c for the 35c canvas top Camp
Stools.
Harry H. Lusk, formerly employed
on The Optic, hut now with the Albu39c for the 50c canvas top Camp
querque Journal, arrived In Las VeStools with back.
gas last night and this afternoon con
off on all Trunks and Suit Cases
tinued his journey East. When he
d
off on all Deep Cut Glass
returns it will be as a benedict, so 20 per cent off on all Imported
rumor says.'
Chlnaware.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Smith and lit
20 per cent off on all Porch Furnitie daughter, Hazel, and Mr. Smith's
ture.
sister, Mrs. W. E. Stone of Los 95c for $1.25 Set of Mrs. Potts'
Angeles, left this afternoon for Down
Sad Irons.
a
ing, Mo., where they will attend
ONLY AT
family reunion. On June 15, all the
members of their branch of the
Smith family are planning to gather
at their old home for a big jollificaOPPOSITE Y. M. C. A.
tion. e
Mrs. Pat Ortega has gone to
to spend a few days vis'ting
ADDITION TO LIBRARY
her son.
Book of Knowledge," a child
'The
E. J McWenle went this afternoon
ren's
encyclopedia, has been added
to Watrous on a short business trip.
W. W. Tipton of Watrous, was here to the equipment of the Carnegie li
today on hifs way to California.
brary. The work consists or Z4 vol
O. K. Hart left today for the south- umes and was purchased by the li
western part of the territory, w'.iere brary board during the month of
he will 'spend several days looking May. The work is written in lan
after business affairs.
guage that' cnnaren can unaersianu
Mrs. Ettinger and daughter left thU and is full of all kinds of valuable inafternoon for Chicago, where thev ex- formation. All games and pastimes,
pect to spend the summer.
all fireside enjoyments, the mecnani-ca- l
A. S. Robson has gone to HutchiInterests of boys, the domestic in
nson,- Kart., on an extended business terests of
girls and directions for
.
trip.
toys for each are some of the
making
Dr. W. T. Brown of Watrous, super
subjects covered by extensive articles.
intendent of the Valmora Industrial
The library has also received the
sanatorium, was a visitor in Las
lasts returns from the United States
Vegas today.
1910.
There are now 6,984
Miss Ella F. Daniels, one of the census of
the library, 24 havvolumes
in
bound
teachers at the Normal University,
added
been
during May. During
hsa gone to Chicago where she will ing
hooks were loan1,058
the
month,
past
spend her summer vacation.
ed and' 1,645 persons used the library
according to the report of the librarPEDERAL OFFICERS EXECUTED
5.
A
June
high ian, Rebecca Rowland.
Nogales. Mexico,
offlical of the Sonora railroad, w'x
arrived from the South last ni.?n. HOBO BADLY HURT
states that the report of the exexcu- tlon of Governor Redo of Sinaloa,
IN STEALING RIDE
while spread prematurely, ultimately
came true. He asserted that Govern
"
01 Keao ana me commanaer 01
NAME AS JOHN
GIVING
MAN
shot
were
Culiean
yesin
troops
UNDER
CRUSHED
MARTIN
terday at sunrise.
RAILS.
STEEL
HEAVY
According to this raifroad offilcal's
advices, Governor Redo and his federal force refused to surrender Culia-caAs the result of attempting to steal
to Manuel Bonilla, the provisional a ride in a car loaded with steel
governor sent by Francisco I. Madero rails, John Martin is at the Santa Fe
Jr. There was some fighting and the hospital suffering from a broken leg
garrison then mutinied and surrend- and a badly bruised and lacerated
ered the capital to the Insurrectos. hand. Martin was found in the car
Redo and the federal commander, It
by the crew of a freight train near
is declared, were condemnd to death
Springer Saturday afternoon and was
and summarily executed.
brought to Las Vegas.- The rails became dislodged and fell upon the
LORIMER INQUISITORS SELECTED
man, pinning him to the floor of the
Washington, June- - 5. At todays car. Martin is believed to be a promeeting of the senate committee on fessional hobo. The fracture of the
privileges and elections,- - Senators Dil
leg is just above the ankle and is a
lingham, Gamble, Jones and Kenyon serious one.
(republicans) and Fletcher, Johnston,
Kern and Lea. (demorats) were desigWhooping cough is not dangerous
nated as the special committee to when
the cough is kept loose and
reinvestigation
conduct the proposed
expectoration easy by giving Chaminto the Lorlmer charges. Senators berlain's Cough Remedy. It has been
used in many epidemics of this dis
Dillingham, Gamble, Fletcher and ease
with perfect success. For sale
Johnston voted for Lorlmer in the
by all druggists.
Kern
and
Jones, Kenyon,
Jast session
and Lea are classed as
5

One-Thir-

In the Duncan opera house this
evening the glee club of the University of Southern California will give
a concert on the regular Santa Fe entertainment course. The advance res
ervation of tickets ha been large and
a large attendance of Santa Fe em
ployes, thelr families and friends is
expected. The Southern California
University glee club Is composed of
over 20 members, each of whom is a
musician of ability. The club is fol
lew lug closely upon the footsteps of
the, California University organization
which made a big hit in Las Vegaa,
and is endeavoring to outdo the im
pression made by it. As a result the
boys are all working at high pitch
ami are putting in their best licks.
The concert tonight will begin
promptly at 8:30 o'clock. Seats will
bo held until 8:25 when the general
public will be permitted to appreciate
those not yet claimed. This likely
will be the last Santa Fe entertainment until next fall.

'

THE ROSENTHAL

Cha-pell-

'
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TO REFUND BLOCK
-

OF COUNTY

BONDS

COMMISSIONERS AVAIL THEMSELVES OF OPPORTUNITY TO
SAVE TAXPAYERS' MONEY
By

a resolution adopted at the

regu-

lar monthly meeting this morning the

4

board of county commissioners decided to avail itself of its option and
refund certain outstanding bonds to
the amount of $16,000. The bonds will
be reissued at a much lower rate of
interest, making a considerable saving
to the taxpayers of the county. The
bonds were issued November 1, 1895,
and have been bearing interest at the
rate of about five and three-fourth-s
will
per cent., When reissued they
bear four per cent interest. This action was taken by the board upon recommendation of the fiscal agent, S.
B. Davis, Jr. Considerable business
of a routine nature was transacted
this morning by the board.
It was expected that the commlsInto
themselves
- sioners would resolve
dur-in- g
a board of equalization some time
to
expect
this afternoon. They
several
for
days.
such
as
session
be in
Persons who have any fault to find
with the assessment for this year
w'll be given a hearing. The board
will then consider the complaints and
make adjustments where such are believed to be necessary. The assessment rolls have been placed in the
hands f the commissioners by CounAs5essor John H. York.

ty

ieu-eral-

n

Phone 384

Dr. H. L. POST
The Occidental Fire Insurance Co.,
of Albuquerque, N. M.,
which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
stockand in which many Las Vegas business' men are heavy
of
holders, desires to announce the appointment
Geo. a.Iflemino.
,
Manager of the Investment and Agency Corporation
will be conservatively
as its agent for this district. The company
New Mexico
the
of
and will be under supervision
-

managed
Department at all times.
with a
Ke'ep your money at home by placing your insurance

.

homa company.

'

'

BOY SCOUTS ARE LAS VEGAS WILL

Little Items for Little Money
right at the time you need
;; the goodj.

Fleming spent Sunday

at Row.

WINTERS

SUMMER SALE

PERSONALS

The

1

1

George

l

191

1

will

bm

at th

Lm

Panson

FOR A FEW DAYS

PAINLESS
GRADUATE CHIROPODIST

HOMEWARD

HELP BOOST

ATCHISON CLIMBS

$6.03.
Bulk of
Pigs. $5.5506.05.
sales, $5.95 6.05.
Sheep Receipts, 20,000.
Market,
Native, $3.00
steady to strong.
Year-ling$4.50.
$3.O04.55.
Western,
Lambs, native,
$4.855.35.
6.95.
Western. 4.257.20.
$4.25
blrJJ cTZ4.8hrdl ahrdlao
15M;:,H- s,

BOUND

NEW STATE

TO HIGHER

FIGURE

--

SATURDAY

AND

VIEWING
DWELLINGS

SNUDAY SPENT
ANCIENT
CLIFF
ALL-I-

WILL
CITIES
CALL

WELL

S

IT

-

WITH
JOIN
OTHER
EXTENDING
THE
OF NEW MEXICO.

IN

Las Vegas is preparing to Join with
the other cities of the territory in
sending out "The Call of New Mexico" on Thursday, June 22. By pro
clamation of Governor William J.
Mills every citizen of the territory is
urged to send out on that day postal
cards, letters, circulars and any other
mall matter that will advertise New
Mexico. Thus a flood of advertising
will spread to' every state in the
union and to many of the foreign
countries. The people are urge to
use discretion In the selection of the
matter they send away. They should
choose cards bearing pictures of
growing crops, catUe and sheep on
the range, buildings, public utilities
and improvements and buildings. This
class of material will prove of a great
deal more value to New Mexico than
the ordinary" souvenir postals which
bear pictures of handsome maidens in
ccw boy costumes or silly mottoes.
In many New Mexico cities the
commercial clubs are preparing to
make the day a success by providing
the citizens with pamphlets, postal
cars andd literature advertising the
communities, their factories and resources and the development work g
done in the surrounding country.
The Las Vegas Commercial club like
ly will do something of the same na
ture.
Those who send letters and nostals
are urjed to Include something in
BIG ENROLLMENT
them concerning the good climate of
New Mexico and the especially bright
AT SUMMER SCHOOL orospects for big crops this fall. The
early coming of statenood also should
Everybody in T.ns
THIS YEAR'S SESSION AT NOR be mentioned.
Vegas should put a big red ring
MAL EXPECTED TO ECLIPSE
arounl June 22, on their calendars
PREVIOUS RECORDS
and not neglect to spend a few cents
in stamps and postals in
writing to
Rgistration for thfc summer, term friends and acquaintances in all
parts
of-- the New Mexico Normal univerof the country on that date.
was
this
conand
sity
begun
morning
tinued during the day. Indications
TEAMSTER GOT DRUNK
are that the enrollment will be larger
The receipt of some back pay by
than at any other summer school dur- M. L.
Zeller, a teamster who has been
ing the history of the school. This employed by the contractor for the
year the teachers' institute for San construction
of the Camfield dam
Miguel county , will be held in conroved disastrous to Zeller. He drank
summer
nection with the
session of too much and was raked in
by the
the Normal. Though the institute police. This morning
Judge D. R.
session proper will not begin until
Murray let him go on the payment of
July 3, the Normal will offer classes the costs, this being Zeller'B first ofin subjects for first, second and third fense.
grade teachers' certificates, for which
credits will be allowed by the terST. LOUIS SPELTER
ritorial board of education. For this
St. Louis, June 5. Spelter Firm,
reason many., teachers will attend the
i.25.
entire summer term.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts will be
NEW YORK METAL
conductor of the institute.
He will
New York, June 5. Lead Quiet,
be assisted by Miss Anna J. Rieve
and Mrs. Lou Cobb. During the term $4.40$4.50. Standard copper Quiet,
lectures on Interesting literary and spot and September, $11.851?.05.
historical subjects will be given.
NEW YORK MONEY
These will be for the public as well
New York, June 5.
Jall money,
as the students. The first will ocper cent. Prime paper, 3
cur tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock, 2&2
4 per cent.
Mexlican dollars. 45.
Mrs. Ida Cruse McFarlane of the department of English of the University ofNDenver, speaking on "Tolstoi Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Qi.Ickly
M. N. George. Irondale, Ala., was
and His Work."
bothered with kidney trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- y
Kidney Remedy, and before taking It three days I could feel Its beneADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS
ficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared up, and I
am so much better. P. do not hesitate
There will be a meeting of .the Las to recommend Foley Kidney RemVegas club this, evening at 7:30 over edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
Danzieger's store. Business of im- Drug Co.
portance.
The

Scouts are homeward
bound.
This momlng Scoutmaster
George Fitzsitnmons telephoned from
Espanola that the scouts had finished
packing their tents and equipment In
to the wagons and were about to be
gin their Journey home. The party
reached Espanola Saturday afternoon
and went at once to the cliff dwell
ings, where the entire day was spent
yesterday in exploring the ruins un
der the guidance of Chief Pedro
Cajeti and some of his tribesmen of
the Santa Claras.
The boys are still enjoying the best
0' health. Their appetites are unexcelled and none has suffered from
any discomfort although some stren
uous walking has been done. The return Journey will be made byway of
Santa Fe over a different route from
that taken from the Ancient City to
Espanola. Thua the boys will have an
opportunity for seeing some scenery
that was not passed on the outward
trip. Chief Cajeti will accompany the
boys to Santa Fe where he will bid
them farewell. He has been of Ines
timable value to the scouts as a com
panlon and guide and doubtless will
be swamped with invitations to re
turn again to Las Vegas. The scouts
will arrive some time Thursday, It is
expected.
Boy

re-In-

'

Dr. Frank II. H. Roberts of the
Normal university, is ill at his home.
His condition is not' serious but he
probably will not be able to resume
his work for a few days

Miss May Ross, head of the department Of English in the University Of
New Mexico, returned Saturday even
ing from Albuquerque and will spend
the summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. M. Ross.

OmpltatFmldM

$100,000,00

Judge Clarence J. Roberts has been
compelled to postpone his vacation
trip to California on account of the
illness of his young son with measles.
Judge Roberts and his family expected to pass through Las Vegas today
on their way to Los Angeles.

h
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OF

RAILROAD

STOCKS

SENT PRICE UP TO 116
MARKET UNSETTLED.
s

GRAIN MARKET IS

New York, June 5. The demand
for stocks was lessened today and the
market exhibited a slightly reactionary
tendency. There was considerable
profit taking, but after the first set
back in prices the market made some
recovery. Consolidated gas went up
and electrio stocks and some of the
d
minor
shares were taken at
rising prices. Brooklyn Union Gas.
Westlnghouse Electrio and General
Electrio gained two points each. At
noon the stocks were improving under the lead of the Hill Issues in the
railroad section, which were selling
st a,point above Saturday's closing.
Bonds were steady.
The market closed firm. Toward
the close there was a general improvement, buying of Atchison, United
States Steel and Erie being instru
mental in the rallying. Last sales
were as follows:
67
Amalgamated copper
American beet sugar, bid
119
Atchison
11696
Great Northern pfd
135
New York Central
109
Northern Pacific
134
Reading
160
Southern Pacific
121
Union Pacific
186
United States steel
77
United States steel pfd
..119

STBONGMD

.

low-price-

,

KANSAS

Kansas

CITY LIVE STOCK

City, June

Cattle
Market,
steady. Native steers, $5.206.35.
Southern steers, $4.005.60.
Southern cows, and heifers, $3.004.50.
Native cows and heifers, $3.006.00.
Stockers and feeders, $4.255.50.
Bulls, $3.805.00.
Calves, $5.00
7.50.
Western steers, $4.756.10.
Western cows, $3.00 4.75.

500ceipts,

5.

8,000.

s

Hogs, receipt, 11,000.
Market, 5c
higher. Bulk of sales, $5.855.95.
and
Heavy, $5.855.90. Packers
butohers, $5.855.95. Light, $5.90
6.00.

ACTIVE

RULED ENTIRELY
REPORTS OF DRY WEATHER-BUYI-

TRADING

Unseasonably hot
almost the
over
conditions
and dry
entire winter wheat belt gave prices
today an upward swing. An official
forecast of a warm week added im
petus to the feeling. Besides there
report of
was at hand a
outlook
crop
an
unsatisfactory
throughout the southern portion of
Russia. Cash demand here was re
ported to be Btrong. Commission buying was on such a big scale that In
dividual houses were lost eight of
On the bulge, heavy selling took place
and calmed the market down, Julyy
to
starting at 93 to , a gain of
and reacted to 93.
After a fresh advance the market
receded on account of suspicion that
the big longs were unloading. The
close was easy, with July at Satur
day's closing mark.
Corn showed strength on account of
small receipts and complaints of lack
of moisture in many districts. July
cent higher at 54 to
to
opened
55 and rose to 55. Corn closed easy
lower.
with July
Trade In oats was exciting. An official statement that the Missouri
crop had fallen 27 points under last
month formed the chief reason. July
to 1 cent up at 37 to 38
started
and finally steadied at 37.
Provisions 'climbed with grain and
B to 15 cents
hogs. First sales were
up with September delivery, $14.35 for
for lard and $7.90 for
pork, $8.22
ribs. Closing quotations were as follows:
September,
Wheat July,
Chicago, Mune 5.

semi-offici-

93;

90c91.
Corn

July,

Oats

July,

55c.

Sheep.
Receipts, 17,000. Market,
Pork July,
steady to lOo lower. Muttons, $3.50
$14.40.
4.25.
lambs, $5.507.00. Fed weth
Lard July,
ere and yearlings, $3.755.00. Fed
'
8.22.
westsern ewes, $3.503.90.

54c;

37;

September,

September,

September,

$8.15:

September,

ST. LOUIS WOOL
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
St. Louis, June 5. Wool, unchang
Chicago, June 5. Cattle
Receipts, ed. Territory and western mediums,
19,00.
Market, slow, steary. Beeve3, 171c20. "Vine mediums, 17c18.
Texas steers, $4.505.50. Fine, 12c15.
$5.156.40.
Stock-er- s
Western steers, $4.755.50.
and feeders, $3.855.65. Cows
NEW,YORK COTTON
and heifers $2.405.80. Calves, $5.25
New York, June 6. Cotton
7.75.
closed, quiet, 10 points higher.
Market, 5 uplands, $15.90. Midd gulf,
Hogs. Receipts, 35,000.
cents higher.
Light, $5.806.15. Sales, 400 bales.

sin
RESORT

In the Healthful New Mexican Rocklei,

nearLaeVegai
STAOB LEAVES EVERY IIORNINQ AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT SUNDAYS
Phone Mmln
Inqulrm mt ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.,

20

Las Utgas

J. M.

CUNNlNOHAM.'.Preiident,
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President,
D. T.HOSK1NS, Cashier,;

080,000.00

will care for your savings and pay you interest as an
Do you know of any reason why
encouragement.
?
commence
shouldn't
you
r

LAS VEGAS
-

$16.1o.

MD

The Las Vegas Savings Dank

Frank Revell,

Spot
Mldd

WINTER

The
generally commences with a start at saving.
fabulous fortuaes of the present day were all started
with early savings. ,You have the same chance to
become rich if you save steadily and invest wisely.

""olev Kidney Pills take hold of your
system and help yon to rid yourself of
your dragging backache, dull headImpaired eyesight,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER ache,, nervousness.
and of all the Ills resulting from the
action
of
All
on
of
Furnished
your kidneys and
Kinds
Estimates
impaired
bladder. Remember It is Foley KidBuilding job Woik a Cpedaity.
O. G. Setae
ney Pills that do this.
lnone""Mahr336.
opposite Optic fer and Red Crass Drag Co.

37

$14.75;

BUILDING A FORTUNE

'

BY
NG

HEAVY.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

It Is vorse than useless to take any
medicine Internally for muscular or
and
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing
chronic rheumatism. All that Is needed is a free application of ChamberClubbed Nails removed
Without Psln
4 lain's Liniment. For sale by all druggists,

BUYING

San MipelNational Bank

..

I

TODAY'S MARKETS

Mixed, $r.73Q6.10.
Heavy, $3.60
5.80. Good to choice, heavy, $5,800

SAVINGS BANK

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIQ
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Estray Aovertitement

COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS
-A special meeting of tie City Conn- """J
ell of the City of Lag Vegas. N. M., orlbed -- stray animal was taken up by
was held on this 17th day of May, a. S. J. McKandles, Negra, N. M.
One sorrel horse about 6
1911. at 4 o'clock p. m. All members
and or 7 years old, weight about 1,000 lbs.
of the council being present
about 15 hands high.
Mayor Goodall in the chair.
Civil
and
Branded
W.
IL
Clark
City Attorney
On left Jaw
Engineer Geo. E Morrison being In

-

H6e Optic

THE LOBBY

"

ss-

MONDAY. JUNE 5, 191 1
,

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

.

,

-

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BEST GOODS

HANDLED

To-wi- t:

SOCIETY

'
J

AND BUSINESS:

DIRECTORY

j

Branded
attendance.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
brothers always welcome to the
On left tip
Clerk read call for this special
W. O Wood,
comto
wigwam.
M. Regular
sachem;
this
unknown
A.
animal
Said
or
being
meeting, it being for the purpose
owner on or
David
chief of records and
claimed
Roard.
by
Flint,
unless
and
munication
first
bids.
sewer
and
considering
receiving
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
collector of wampum.
third Thursday In each
Mr. Bacharach moved, if there were
of this ad
last
appearance
after
daye
month. Visiting broth.
no ejections', that bids be now open-- vertisement said estray wm do soia
B. P, O. ELKS Meets second and
era cordially Invited.
ed, seconded by Mr. Ward and car- ky thin Board for the benefit of the
fourth Tuesday evening of each
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
owner wnen rouna.
pij
month at O. R. C. hall Visiting
tA
Sporleder, Secretary.
read then the following bids:
Clerk
M.
Alhnnueraue.N.
Brothers
are cordially invited. G.
-'
V
K
National Construction Co., McAles- - Flr8t pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
NO.
2,
VEGAS
LAS
COMMANDERY,
ter, Okla., $34,872.50.
Condon, Secretary
? KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Foster & Doll. Denver, Colo.,
Estrav Advertisement
conclave second Tues- F. O. E. Meets first and
rn
on
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
"
third Tuesd
ft
tL' uwtt-noaday in each month at
Investment Co., may concern that the following bv
at Fra
each
day
month,
evenings
was
taken
up
animal
scribed estray
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. DDenver, Colo., $32,017.00.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
de J. Vasquez, Chacon, N. M.
Juan
2.
Main
Re
Boucher. S. C: Chas. Tamme.
Optic's Number,
F. J. Gehrinp, East Las Vegas, N.i
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
One cow, about 6 years
corder.
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C.
V.. f20,."16.00.
back.
old, red with white
Peter O'Brien Conduction Co.,
A
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERWard, Secretary.
Branded
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
LAS
Denver. Colo., $25,737.50.
TISEMENTS
On left ribs
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular KNIGHTS OF
Construction Co., Oklahoma
COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Said animal being unknown to this
flvs cents per line each Insertion. Stokes'
convocation first Monday
or
on
owner
claimed
unless
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
by
Board,
$24,952.50.
Okla.,
City,
Estimate six ordinary words to
in each month at Mabefore June 18, 1911, said date being 10
.Tos.
A. Prinple, Kansas City,
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
line. No ad to occupy less space than
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
days after last appearance of this
building. Visiting members are cor
two lines. All advertisements charg
m. J. A.: Rutledge, H.
vertlsement, raid estray will be so'd
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton. O. K.;
, .1. C. Huff, El Pao, Tex., $24,300.00.
d will be booked at space actually
by this Board for the benefit of the
P.; Chas. H- Sporleder,
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Hutchison,
&
Cowdy,
Rushmore
found.
when
owner
set, without regard to number of
secretary.
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD,
words. Cash In advance preferred Kan.. $23,840.00.
Albuquerque, N. V
AT.
O. O. F LA8 VEGA3 LODGE NO.
P. Dicus, Douglas, Ariz., $23,- First
pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
$00.00.
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Thomas McGovern, and P. J. Ryan,
Advertisement
Estray
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
ing brethren cordially invited to atDenver, Colo., $20,663.00.
Notice la hereby given to whom it
bid
all
to
Agnes M. Trisp, Worthy Matron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
that
moved,
Mr. Martin
WANTED A first class seamstress.
nay concern that the following
Thomas B. Bow en. Worthy Patron;
was
taken
animal
their
by
up
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
exceed
$25,000
bids
estray
whose
ders
902
Third
St
Inquire Mrs. Ward,
N. M.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
certified checks of $500.00 be return S. M. Chase, Cimarron,
Secretary; W. E Crltes, treasurer;
721 Fourth street.
One bay. horse about 8 years old,
Main
Phone
231,
carried.
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and
seconded
WANTED
Dressmaking and plain ed, duly
weight about 800 lbs.
on motion adjourned.
Council
ave.
1010
Tilden
sewing.
NO
1,
LODGE
VT3 EL
DORADO
Branded
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODAttest:
On
left
L!i3
PYTHIAS
Meets
hip
OF
KNIGHTS
Clerk.
TAMME,
CHARLES
725
6th
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
cook.
WANTED Good
St
Said animal being unknown to this
Monday eve
every
Meets
the second and fourth Frl
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
A regular meeting of the City Coun- before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
ning in Castle hall.
days of each month in the W. O.
cil of the City of Las Vegas, N. M., days after last appearance of this ad
Visiting Knights are , W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
was held on this 17th day of May, vertlsement said estray will be sold
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Invited.
cordially
by this Board for the benefit of the
o. m.
FOR SALE CHEAP Piano, almost mil at
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Chas. E.- Liebsoh-nienew. A. J. K., Optic office.
All members being present and
assistant
VNITARY BOARD.
deputy. Visiting Neigh
Chancellor
are
bors
Mayor Goodall in the chair.
Albunueroue. N. M.
cordially Invited.
Commander.
Harry
City Attorney H. W. Clark and Civil Frst pUb. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11
FOR SALE Hoosier kitchen cabinet;
of
Martin,
Keeper
Geo. E. Morrison being In
Records and Seal.
body Brussels rug, soft coal range, Engineer
DKNTISTS.
attendance.
515
Estray Advertisement
Call
National
wash stand.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It BALDY
Mr. Forsythe moved the suspension
F. R. LORD
avenue.
LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
concern that the following deof the regular order of business, car may
scribed estray animal was taken up by UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
DENTIST
Albert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
and third Wednesdays of each
FOR SALE CHEAP Piano, almosts ried.
offered
the
Pioneer
Office
following
Mr.
Forsythe
10
Building
One
old
Brotherhood
month
at
Fraternal
K
years
office.
motley
' new. A. J.
Optlo
Rooms 3 and 4
motion In writing:
.
faced cow.
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Phone Main 57
"That the bid of $20,663.00 for furBranded
111
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting mem- Office
FOR SALE One Jackson 2 cyL roadResidence
Phone Main 41S
erecting and con
On rieht bin
bers cordially invited.
ster In good running order, any rea nishing, delivering,
work designated on the
the
structing
Branded
sonable demonstration given. Cost
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
On right ribs
proposal sheet submitted to the City
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO
$1,000. will eell for $250. W. T.
Council by Messrs. Thomas McGovern
Said animal being unknown to this
102 Meets every Monday night at
DENTIST
M.
N.
Brown, Watrous,
and P. J. Ryan, jointly, be accepted, Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
hall in the Schmid building, Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
their
and that the City Council award the before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
west of Fountain Square, at eight
at office and residence.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks. contract for constructing
a sewer days after last appearance of this ado'clock. Visiting members are corwill
sold
said
be
vertlsement,
estray
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E. within District B.. according to the
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, preai
by th,8 Board fop the benefu of thg
ATTOIINKY8
Johnson, Humboldt Kan.
Rosewater survey as amended by Geo. owner when found.
dent; Mrs.' Emma D. Burks, Secre
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD,
C. Rally, Treasurer.
E. Morrison, civil engineer, in accord- tary;
Geo. H- - Hunker
Albuquerque. N. ,(
Chester A. Hunker
r.i.na ond onoMflcntlnna
First Pub. May 27, last pub. June 8. '11
FOR
SALE Thoroughbred. Jersey
NO. 545,
. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE
HUNKER & HUNKER
heifer, fresh, $45. Call 1007 Elevuntil nartles shall first
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
enth street
Advertisement
Attorneys at Law
Estray
.
.
.
enter into a good and sufficient conn
N
h
day of the month in the vestry Las Vegas
New Mexico
tract with the City of Las Vegas, to may concern that the following
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
and construct said sewer and scribed estray animal was taken up by
FOR '. SALE "The Albert," cheap
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
0. W. Anderson. Tucumcari, N. M,
MASSAGE
rent.
Isaac Appel,
See Wheeler, Las Vegas nronerlv bind themselves, together
cordially invited.
One sorrel horse mule, 8
sureties in I
Steam Laundry Office.
V.
"mfflMi,t
"
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
the sum of $10,000.00 to properly per- years old, well broke.
retary.
Branded
form the work described In the proMasseuse and 'Midwife
On left hip
(
I OR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock posal form in accordance with the
Main 308
In Fraternal Broth Residence Phone
RED
MEN
Meet
Branded
conand
the
100.
and
$12
Parlor
Phone
specifications
Money
ECH
fourth
plans
per
baby chick,
erhood hall the sleep of the
Massage
Vegas 75
On right hip
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag tract to be entered Into; such conIn Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
each
of
month,
eighth
Thursday
Said animal being unknown to this
gie E. Bterene. Humboldt, Kan., R 2. tract and bond to meet the approval
thirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run,
of the City Attorney as to form and before Jun 6i 191l sald date be,ng w
contents.
Idava after last anoearance nt tbla art.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deThe foregoing motion was seconded vertlsement said estray will be sold
scriptions. Notary Mali and rec- by Mr. Bacharach and on an aye and by this Board for the benefit of the
0WD6T
ords at The Optlo office.
nay call carried by Unanimous vote.
nkTn
Mr. Mamn onerea me loiiuwms iiiu- Albuaneraue. N. M
tion in writing, which was seconded First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11.
FARM FOR 8ALE
by Mr. Forsythe and carried unanl
Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
116 acres, 70 under cultivation and
Estray Advertisement
mously:
hay-earNotice la hereby given to whom it
irrigation, orchard, good house,
May Follow.
"That the matter of apportioning mow
tr A
AAitAara trtor YiA frtll tnrln and store building. Fred J. the total cost of constructing
e
War to the death should be declared upon the little pest. His
Robinson, Holm an, N. M.
proposed sewer within District B., or Manuei A, penaf paarito, N. M.
lots
the
of
Las
among
5
the City
Vegas
One dark gray horse,
presence Is a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
and pieces of land within said district yearg old weght 700 lbs.
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there Is no dirt and filth there will
be referred to the Citizens' bewer
Branded
v
be no flies.
Committee (to be assisted by the City
On left shoulder
FOR RENT Furnished room, electric Clerk) with a request to report to
Branded
Keep the flies away from the Milk.
MA
light, bath, $10. 723 Fifth street
the council for action thereon as soon
On left hip
Don't a'low flies In your house.
as possible."
all
to
Mr.
Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
that
Hedecock moved,
modern
RENT Flve-rcoFOR
certified
their
this
bidders
unsuccessful
unknown
to
animal
being
gaj,i
house. Inquire 825 Third street
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the swarms
clal 191L "The Homeseeker," de- - checks for $500.00 each, which had to Board, unless claimed by owner on or
10
said
date
of files.
before June 18, 1911,
being
.
acompany bids, be returned, seconded by Mr. Ward and carried.
Don't let flies crawl over the baby's mouth and swarm upon the
,
PP"C1S
LOCAL TIM CARD
Clerk was directed to refund to all k m Board for the benefit of the
nipple of Its nursing bottle.
bidders upon return of plans ana spe- - owner when found.
Clean up your premises Inside and out, and then see that others do
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
clficatlons, the $5.00 which they had
WE8T SOUND
Albuquerque, N. M.
to deposit upon application of such.
root of the evil. .The housefly breeds In horse
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. the same. Strike at the
Arrive
Upon, motion council adjourned un
like. Dispose of these materials in such a
and
kitchen
the
offal,
manure,
Mo. 1
1:50 P.M.
til Thursday, May 18, at 8 o'clock p.
Advertisement
6:15 A. M,
No. 3
Estray
house-flcannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
way that the
m.
Notice is hereby given to whom i
5:15 P.M.
.
Ho. 7
de
Attest:
concern
the
mav
that
following
and
Insist
that
butcher, baker and every one from whom
grocer,
your
1:35 P. M.
No.
,
scribed estray animal was taken up by.
CHARLES TAMME, Clerk.
you buy food stuffs does the same. There is more health in a well screenMr. J. E. Nisbett, Stanley, n, m.
Depart
One bar horse' about 7 ed house than In many a doctors' visit
2:10 P. M.
No. 1
Insures 8ecrecy In Wireless.
6:10 A. M.
No. S
years old, 700 lbs., 14V4 hands high.
Professor Cerebotanl of Rome re5:40 P. M.
No. 7
Branded
7:00 P. M. cently exhibited to Parisian officials
No. 9
On right hip
and engineers a pocket Instrument for
Branded
ZT3 Wigwag "What is there so absoIn the Wake of the Measles
receiving wireless telegrams. It Is
ovu i vi
The
little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
CAST BOUND
ut.
without
woman
successful even with messages sent
a
as
lutely helpless
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles
from considerable distances. An InArrive
a pin?" Guzzler "A man without a The result was a severe
cough which
the
1:10 P. M. vention which seems to solve wireless
No. S
corkscrew."
grew worse and he could not sleep.
of insuring secrecy In
nroblem
to
this
unknown
animal
Said
being
11:10 P. M.
No. 4
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
messages was also explained by Board, unless claimed by owner on or
and Tar Compound completely
.'
No. 8
1:15 A. M. the Italian professor.
There is one medicine that every Honey him
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
cured
aid he has never been
and
with
be
ehould
1:45 P. M.
No. 10
provided
family
days after last appearance vof this ad especially during the summer months; bothered since." Croup,
whooping
vertisement, said estray will be Bold viz, Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and cough, measles, cough all yield to FolDepart
Quite In Keeping.
Board for the benefit of the
this.
1 :15 P.-by
and
No. 9
The
Tar
Compound.
Diarrhoea Remedy. It Is almost cer- ey's Honey
"Queer, wasn't It? It was at the owner when found.
No. 4
11:20 P. M. mouth of the river "
to be needed. It costs but a quar- genuine is In the yellow package altain
O. G
CATTLE SANITARr" BOARD,
ter. Can you afford to be without it? ways. Refuse substitutes.
1:25 A. M
No. 8
"Tear
N "
Red Cross Drug Co.
Schaefer
and
AJbuqaerque.j
all
sale
For
druggists.
by
"We ran Into the teeth of the gale."
1:10 P. M
No. 10
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, 11.
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.ALWAYS BUSY

JUST SO

HARSH.

SQUARE.

WITH THE ROAD SHOW.

II1

IS

PURE

CLEAN,

AND

Made

SKI i w
Mi!

Hi

If

'

'

Er.!2T

M.rL

hrd

as!

PHONE

:

Wonite Stan- - When I'm on the
stage the' audience yells for more,
morel
De Roads More what, vegetables
and eggs?

THOUGHTS OF FOOD

EASY TO ANSWER.

."''

THE QUESTION

Dreamy Dupont Dey say dat a man
down 'east has invented a machine f er

photygraffln' what a feller thinks.
Windy Rivers Well, if dat guy
could only photygraf what's on me
mind at dls minute he'd git an epicu
rean masterpiece dat would make yer
sit up and take notice.

"Say," queried the city chap, "can
you tell me how to make a slow horse
fast?"
"Of course I can,"' replied Nosers.
"Don't feed him."
And It was nearly sir hours later
before the Innocent c. a saw the joke.

Mazle Why, Argyl, papa wouldn't

UP TO ALFRED.

raise his hand to a young man..

"I hope you'll sing to us again before you go. Mr. Brown."
"Delighted, I'm sure; but it's getThe faults of our neighbors are
ting rather late, and I may disturb
your neighbors."
sistsently exaggerated.
"Oh, that doesn't matter!
They
have a howling dog, which often disturbs us."

STRIKING PEOPLE DIFFERENT.
i

Mi M

'M

--

Servant Heavens I have knocked
the big flower pot off the window
ledge, and It struck a man on the
head.

What!

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among- all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth rnoit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articleo of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
-

per- -

CLASSIFIED ADS. HIT THE BULLSEYE

Consists of about 30,000 acres.
Part of this ranch is rich fruit
land. Splendid climate. Good
schools in the vicinity. A good
country to live in. '

QP THE tsECsTBJBSsxim

gasrCTTH5-

Will

In the Rayado Valley, Colfax County, New Mexico

My beautiful

T E HOME OF THE BIG RED APPLE

HIS METHOD.

o

R
She I know, Alfred, I have
my
faults.
He Oh, certainly.
She (angrily) Indeed?
Perhaps
you'll tell me what they aret

v
?

Poet I lived three weeks on thai
last poem of mine.

THE SOLE SURVIVOR

-

I
A

NECESSARY THING

ft

HELD JOT LATER

READ What

THE

SCf7-ilO- ?
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ULZ35ZJ3SUZ3

most persons are annoyed with pimples,
more severely with
boils rashes or eruptions, while others suffer
kindred
skin disease.
some
or
Salt
Rheum,
Tetter,
Eczema, Acne,
in the circulation.
All skin affections come from humors and acids
the- svstem. denosits theser humors
oiivMiiotAc ttirnnp-o
i ne li
diuuu, 00 11 v..v...
flesh which lies just beneath
membranous
sensitive
the
in
and acids
the outer skin. 1 nis acna mauer causes lniianmiauuu aim a ui&wiai gc
which breaks through the delicate cuticle, and skin diseases are the
all
result. To cure any skin trouble the blood must be freed from
This
5.S.S.
acids and humors, and for this purpose nothing equals
of the impurity,
great blood purifier completely removes every particle
skin diseases.
cures
in
this
and
permanently
way
the
blood,
enriches
In the
does away
blood
and
thus
the
it
because
purifies
cures
"Which do you prefer Ufa
S.
S.
S
advice you
medical
and
city?"
the
in
diseases
skin
on
or
Book
any
vith'the cause.
country
It. depends oa
at
stores.
is
for
sale
"Im not sure. mood
S.S.
S.
sent
drug
free,
mav desire
to be attack-whether I am In a
THE S WIFT SPECIFIC CG AiLANTA, CA.
motor car.
a
or
cow
a
by
d

-
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the summer
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Address all correspondence to

THE

RAYADO COLONIZATION
:

GOmPAHY
1646 Tremont Street,

DENVER,

Pill out the Coupon below.

A. H. NARRIS
East Las Vegas,

New Mexico

In

any

wy.

Write today.

Please send me free of charge your booklet
"Auction Sale of THE RAYADO RANCH," Form "A".
My occupation Is

See Our Local Representative

It doei not obligate you

THE RAYADO COLONIZATION COMPANY,
1646 TREMONT STREET, DENVER. COLORADO.
Gentlemen

COLORADO

Others Think of the RAYADO RANCH

Vice-Preside-

;

FOR SUMMER

3imt

at

Raton, N. M., Feb. 21, 1911.
Mr. J. D. Hagadorn, President, Denver, Colo.:
Dear Sir In answer to your inquiry regarding The Rayado
Ranch, situated in the southern part of Colfax couty, I will
state that I have lived adjacent to the property about thirty-fiv- e
years, and have always considered this ranch the best
This opinion has
property lying in Northern New Mexico.
been formed from the fact that the soil for fruit and agricultural purposes could not be excelled, and having an abundance
of pure mountain water for irrigation of the land makes it very
valuable. The climate is very healthful and very pleasant.
The quality of the fruit is equal to any in the United
States. The flavor of the cantaloupe is as fine as the famous
Rocky Ford. Ten acres of this land properly planted in fruit
will sustain, a good size family, and lay away a competence for
old age. Apples are especially adapted to this locality, and
markets are first class. Bad roads are unknown. One large
orchard about twelve miles distant Las had but one complete
failure in thirty-fou- r
years. The title and water rights are
perfect. The property Is in a beautiful valley near the foot of
timber-covere- d
mountains-- The streams are noted for trout
fishing. It is an Ideal climate for the poultry business combined with the fruit businesst There is a great home demand
for the products of the poultry farm. I know of no better location for the fanner or fruit growth. I am, very truly yours,
JA9. K. HUNT.
of the Urst National Bank and Superintendent
of the Maxwell Land Grant Co.

In order to obtain a large number of representatives of our
property quickly we have decided to allow a discount of 10 per
cent for all cash on the first 500 contracts sold. To obtain this
discount the cash must be paid upon signing the contract.
Don't overlook this opportunity. Fill out the coupon today
and mail to us, and we will send you free of charge our booklet,
entitled "Auction Sale of the Rayado Ranch. Form
'A," which explains our plan of selling this property. Read this
booklet carefully. It is worth your while. Costs you nothing.

shoD's burnt down. I
"You talk as If you had a cold In
the
to
last, but it was of
stuck In it
head." r
your
no use. I lost my awi:
ipend next winter in Florida.
sir. A
"No,
.
ry small part of it U
madam.
Doctor Wm Certainly,
Salntley Alas! Tben, you aiuu
In by head."
on
uppers
be
You'll
your
sole!
a
disease
yet?
save
1
Have yon fcectd your
for awhile, but time neeis an, uuu
away
be
hope soon. that. you'll . . pegging
Innate Dnd
Even the weather prophet Is entitl- JUST, THE DIFFERENCE
again and mane up yum iukw
to his opinion.
led
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Durin

This famous property will be divided into not more
than 2,000 tracts or divisions, and sold at a bona ride auction. All tracts or divisions, notwithstanding their size,

Payable $20 Cash and $10 per Month
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Until Deed

THE AUOTIOH WILL

Hey, sonny, run over ter yer
ma's an' get me an' Indigestible pie,
very badly cooked, will yer?
Boy Whatcher want It f erf
Hobo I'll tell yer sompln', son.
Eatln' de pie will cause Indigestion,
lndigestlon'll cause restlessness, restlessness will cause ambition, ambition
will cause effort an' effort will cause
wealth. I'm after de dust, me boy)

OF 1913

(5?

Interest or Taxes

'

NOT ALL THERE.

UX.

No

will be in our judgment of equal value.
For quick sale we have fixed the price of each contract
Hobo

Artist Then the editor took It?
Poet Oh, no; but he threw ma
.own six Bights of stairs and I wain the hospital three weeks.

be sold on

Easy Payments
,

G

MAIN

Market Fenders

1
r

Rayado Ranch
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As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

'

BOARD AND LODGING

Mistress

Y&K

AUCTION SALE

A

jJ:!

Argyl Does he feel the same way
about his feet?

N

distilled water

ANT Ads
Are Best

Dauber All jokes aside, what do
"He always was a bad egg, but
you think of my work?
Critic Why do you say "Jokes nobody seemed to notice it while he
was rich."
side"?
"Yes, be was all right until be was
broke."
fs.. GETTING EVEN.

worker?

jPrf

QUALITIES

'

Felix Hawsted Was de last handout you got a square meal?
Percy Pikepounder It sure was.
Felix Hawsted What did you git?
Percy Pikepounder Dis rectangular
dorg biscuit.

WM

LASTING

Cet Us Sfoow Vou

1

ano exercise on
PcUclng her pi.
the typewriter.

from

HAS

Name
Address

entitled
-
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From Newcastle California

Royal Anns
and

Black Tartarian Cherries
Per Pound, 30 Cents
AT
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED

18

7

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - . - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the
shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for 4 number of years and have the
experience.

Alwa. get
barber shop.

Chief of Police Ben Coles has found
several pieces of laundry. He says If
the owner needs them and will come
to his offic they will be returned
gladly.
Lunch every morning at

1

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
PHONE MAIN 379

Your Get in Your Spring Suit

Elks of New Mexico are uniting in
Eugenio Romero, treasurer and col
lector for the county of San Miguel an effort to induce the grand lodge
The young society set is looking wm go tomorrow to Estancia on a of the order, which will meet next
forward with pleasure to the Fort- business trip.
month in Atlantic City, to locate in
this territory the proposed national
nightly el ab dance, which will be
In Albuquerque the Elks
sanatorium.
given tbls evening in the Rosenthal
an
error
nor
were
the
Elks
Through
nil on Railroad avenue. This is the tified that a
are working on the proposition and
meeting would be held
are
second baile to be given by the club tomorrow evening. The
meeting will of boosting Colonel R. E. Twltchell
since Easter and a large attendance not occur until
Las Vegas as the proper man to
Tuesday of next week.
is expected. Dancing will begin at
represent New Mexico Elkdom before
9 o'clock or shortly after.
the grand lodge. Las Vegas lodge
On account of the Santa Fe conwill take up the matter at the next
cert the lecture to have been given
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
meeting and undoubtedly will back
tonight in Normal hall by Mrs. Ida
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the Cruce
up
Albuquerque in the endorsement
McFarlane of Denver univerof Colonel Twitchell, who has been a
finest draught beers served over any
Soro-sls
sity, under the direction of the
member of the local lodge for some
bar in the city.
club, has been postponed. It will
Colorado will make a stiff
years.
occur later during the month. Mrs.
for the sanatorium, Colorado
F. J. Gehrlng began laying the pipe
fight
McFarlane's other lectures at the Nora
bidder for the
line to the National Guard rifle range
mal will occur according to schedule. Springs being strong
Institution.
northwest of Las Vegas today. Mr.
Gehrlng was awarded the contract reA. R. Klngshury, who has been ill
Old Crow sold over the bar at
cently. The line is a part of a system
some time, is reported as improv- Long's Buffet
for
will
furnish water for aoldien
which
He is still unable to be up.
camping on the range and will be ing slowly.
Electric irons on 30 days trial. Las
used for the first time in July when
For Sale Model T 1910 Ford
the' First regiment of the New Mexico
Vegas Light and Power company.
touring car, first class conNational Guard will hold its biennial
Can be seen at Las Vegas
encampment. A large storage tank dition.
Apparently just waking up to the
Auto and Machine Co.
will be a part of the system.
fact that June had arrived Cupid got
busy Saturday afternoon and brought
The American. Woman's league do- three
Positively no camping, fishing or
couples to the court house to
will meet procure
C. mestic science department
hunting allowed on our ranch.
marriage licenses. These were
Wednesday- evening with Mrs. W. N. Mamie Rott, aged 26, and Richard
W. and F. J. Wesner.
Rosenthal at 7:30 o'clock.
Case, aged 22, of East Las Vegas;
Anna Stickle, aged 21, of Dayton, O.,
Messrs.' McGovern and Ryan, who
Lost String coral beads, between and Arthur Lewis, aged 24, of East
have the contract for the building of
the Las Vegas sewer system, are in Normal and opera house. Return to Las Vegas;" Amatla Barela, aged 22,
and Tranquilina Baca, aged 25, of
Las Vegas and have settled their Optic and receive $5.00 reward.
families here with the intention of re
Agua Zarca. The first couple was
A meeting of all the young ladies married Saturday by Judge Vigil at
maining until the job is completed.
They have announced to Mayor Good-al- l who will assist the Carnegie library Ihe court house. Miss Stickle and
their intention of beginning work board in its tag day doings will be Mr. Lewis were wed this afternoon,
at once. A special meeting of the held at the library at 10:30 a. m., and the Barela-Bar- a
wedding was solcouncil will be called early this week Thursday, when arrangements for the emnized this morning in the Church
for the purpose of signing the formal tag day event will be formulated. The of Our Lady of Sorrows. Mr. Baca
contract between the builders and the library board extends an invitation to is the son of Serafin Baca, a promi
city. The contractors expect to be- every girl and young lady In Las nent resident of the West side.
gin the preliminary work Monday.
Vegas to participate. It hopes to clear
a neat sum by the sale of tags which
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon will be used to pay for a child's en
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- cyclopedia and to lift '
the library
rels on the bar.
debfs. Tag days elsewhere have netted large sums, but because- - of the
Thursday of this week has been way the
is handled no one
named by the Elks as the date, for is asked campaign
for any sum which he
deciding upon the plans for their new cannot
tasily afford. Each young
club house. Several architects, have
Tour curtains need launderwill tag only her friends thus
lady
These will all be submitted to the
ing this spring. The usage they
been busily engaged drawing plans, avoiding the objectionable feature of
approaching
in
have received and the dust
strangers
asking for
building committee of the lodge and
donations.
those most suited to the needs of the
they have absorbed during the
organization, and most fitted for the
winter, makes tnem unfit to
Details for the big banquet to be
lots and the amount of money to be
the entire summer. Send
hang
expended will be chosen. The com- given Friday evening in the armory
to us, when you
curtains
for
your
thp
to
the
delegates
International
mittee has practically closed the deal
take them down and you will
for the lots on Douglas avenue just Sunday School convention in San
be pleasantly surprised by their
east of Temple Montifiore and as soon Francisco, who will make this city
as plans have been adopted building a brief visit, are being arranged by
appearance when we return
the committee of the various Las
will begin.
them. We wash them clean,
Vegas Sunday schools. The banquet
without damaging them; we
will be served by the ladles of the
First Christian church. In order that
starch them just stiff enough
the gathering may be large and repto drape right and hold their
resentative the price has been set at
shape, and we dry them perfifty cents a plate. The Christian
fectly square, even and the ex-aladies expect to serve a magnificent
size as when sent ns.
meal. Following the banquet the vis
itors will tell the people of Las Vegas
You'll Like Our Work.
Try It
some interesting things in regard to
practical Sunday school work. The
public i3 invited to he present. The
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
banquet will be served at 7 o'clock
and the program will begin at 8
Phone Main 81.
o'clock. The visitors will arrive here
at 5:15 on train No. 7 and will re
main until the following day.

Your Curtains
This Spring

J. H. STEARNS

l

HARVEY'S

OPEN

K

j

GROCER.

17 18

Schaffner

THERE IS

I'hey are the most .satisfactory plant we know of for this
Our?; collection
"not, excelled anywhere.' Prices
climate.
reasbnable. Try our assortment 13 all different for $1 00.
--

n
So
Onion
Pefr'v
Main
276
Ranch Phone
462
Store Fhono
&

Main

& Marx,

Ederheimer, stein

& Co.,

We cover Each Sale with an ABSOLUTE

and Michaels Stern.

Guarantee of Satisfaction

Both from the Manufacturer and From

GREENBERGER
A SUPERB LINE of

NEW ROCHERS

nilir

JUST RECEIVED

From $1.50 to $15oo
IN PRICE

r

a.
W.

14

.

LET US SHOW YOU

.'W,

J.

C. J0I1NSEN & SON

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

GOAL ATJB WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

oiM'Jn Om Wm

Steam Coal Sawed

Wood

and Kindling

G ON D ON

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subsc- ribe
Today for
15he Optic and Have
One of Your Own
-- RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More,. Each Delivery
1 000 lbs. to
2,000 lb.., Each

.'

,

J?

AGUA PUR

A

20c per 100
25e
N
300
I""
40c per 100 lb..
50o per 100 lb..

bt

P"

GO MP ANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors' of Natural Ice the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue. Vegas

USE

g

of Oahliaa
Plant Lota STILL
TIME

IT

or Phone Main 16

the Latest Productions from such Reliable Manufacturers as Hart,

T

NOW

This famous mojuntain resort is now
ready for Its 29tb season. H. A. Har-Vey will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Burnham will see to their comfort and enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wednesday and Saturday morning, rftlurn-inI and j, Fridays; fare .$1
8 each Tuesdays
way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug store or Harris Real Estate

Is a

rare Combination Indeed and this is Especially True when you get

Delivery
I0 1C!b'" Each De,,very
B0
ECh De"Very
Les, Than
lb.., Each Delivery

Rye, aged

in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

2 lbs. for 25c

united with High Quality and plenty of Style

Economy,

IMPORTED

Firch's Golden Wedding

.

Quality and Style with Low Price

Let us Launder

BOUCHER'S
Fresh Roasted

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. MARKET

FINE CLOTHING

LUDWIG WflJ 1LFELD, Agent

10 o'clock

For Cooking

of

The Homo

Repairs for all Machines Made

at Long's Buffet

!
Native, call at the

reenberger's

Vegas Light and Power company.

614 Lincoln Avenue

For the Best Meats, Kansas City or

NONE BETTER MADE

best at Nolette'.

You cannot afford to be without an
electric iron. We can supply you
with one. Get our proposition. Las

The Kareful Kiothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

ilk

At

McCormick Binders and Mowers

LOCAL NEWS

.COFFEE
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The Class Which Every One Appreciates

WHS' CUT GLASS
it -

-

T

It Costs No More, and is Better
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JEWELER

OPTICIAN

